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Storrs, CT - Gay Awareness Week at
U. Conn, Rte. 195, welcome at International House, 5-6:30, Swim Party,
Hawley Amory, 7-9pm, free.

Cambridge, MA - Radcliffe Women's
Center sponsors an evening with Jill
Johnston, 8pm, Emerson Hall, rm 105,
Harvard Yard, $1.50 to benefit Boston
U. Women's Center.

Boston DOB women's poetry
reading night, readers and listeners
welcome, 7:30pm, 419 Boylston St.,
Rm. 323.

NYC - International Conference of
Gay Jews, April 21-24, for Boston info
call (617) 262-0179.

I9tues

2Ithu rs

Boston - First meeting to plan this
year's Gay Pride festivities, 7:30pm,
BAHR offices, 73 Tremont St., rm 224.
YOUR INPUT IS IMPORTANT!
Storrs, CT - Gay Awareness Week at
U Conn, discussion on coming out to
parents, Student Union Reception
Room 217, 7:30-10pm, free.

Storrs, ·CT - Gay Awareness Week at
U. Conn, "Health and Homosexuality,"
Student Union Reception Room 216,
8:30-10:30pm, free.

Boston - Briefing session on status of
Gay Rights Legislation in Mass. and in
Dade County, Florida (and Anita
Bryant's opposition thereto). 8:30pm,
73 Tremont St., rm 212. Sponsored by
Mass. Gay Legislation and Boston
Advocates for Human Rights. Info, call
742-4811. Open to the community.

Storrs, CT - Gay Awareness week at
U. Conn, "Changing Roles of Homosexuals in Religion," Student Union
Reception Room 216, 9-11 pm, free.
Boston - Vikings Night at Herbie's
Ramrod Room, Carver St.; tonight is
Blue Balls Night.

22lri

Storrs, CT - Gay Awareness Week at
U. Conn, Disco Mania Dance, 9-1 pm,
Boston - Integrity special meeting
Quinnebaug Room of Commons Dining
with Rev. Wesner, National President,
Hall, refreshments, BYOB, admission
.
at Emmanual Church, Newbury St., . $1.
7:30pm, info call 262-3057.
Burlington, VT - Green Mountain Gay,
Boston MCC topic with Marge Weekend at U of Vermont, keynote
Ragona speaking on separatism, addresses by Rita Mae Brown and
7:30pm, Old West Church, 131 Cam- Bruce Voeller, Carpenter Auditorium,
bridge St.
Given Medical Bldg., 8:30pm, $1.

Boston - Folders, stutters, sealers:
where are you? We need volunteers
tonight and every Friday to help with
the GCN mailing. No experience
needed, just wililng hands. GCN
offices, 22 Bromfield St., 4:30-Bpm, info
call 426-4469.
·
Boston - Am Tikva, Jewish Gay Group
meets at 7:30pm, 35 Worcester Sq.,
service and social.
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Cambridge, MA - "Monday Morning ,
Pronouns" by Micki Dickoff will be
shown at YWCA, 7 Temple St., 8pm,
first showing of a "finished film; $1.50,
$1 members.

23sat
0

B urlington, VT - Green Mountain Gay
Weekend continues at U. of Vermont
today and Sunday, guests are Rita Mae
Brown and Bruce Voeller, activities in
Bil.lings Student Center start at 10am
including workshops, presentations
and a Saturday night disco dance, info
cal I (802) 656-4173 . .
Boston - Amethyst Women sponsor ·
50's dance at Old West Church, 131
Cambridge St., 8-12pm, $2, for Lesbian
recovering alcoholics and their women
friends.
I

Storrs, CT - Gay Awareness Week at
U. Conn, concert by Jade & Sarsaparilla,
Student Union Ballroom, 8-10pm, $1.

24sun
Boston Auction and brunch to
benefit Gay Legislation at Somewhere,
295 Franklin St., 2pm.
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But Other"'Conspirators" to be Sentenced

Harry Reems, Porno Star, Gets a New Trial
MEMPHIS, TN - Harry Reems,
the porno star who had been convicted
as part of a conspiracy for his one-day
stint of acting in the X-rated film
"Deep Throat," has been granted a
new trial. US District Court Judge
Harry Wellford asserted in a decision
last week that Reems deserved a new
trial because his acting in "Deep
Throat" took place before the US
Supreme Court's Miller vs. California
decision in 1973-. That Supreme Court
decision gave localities the right to set
-" community standards" in dealing
with pornography.
However, the eleven other individuals
and four corporations also accused of
conspiracy; to produce and distribute
"Deep "I:hroat" will not be given new
trials. These defendants were also
convicted along with Reems during the
nine-week "show trial" in Memphis.
Judge Wellford ruled that the defendants other than Reems had participated
in a conspiracy both before the time of
the Supreme Court decision and during
the period of time after that decision.

The other defendants will be sentenced
on April 29.
Reems' lawyer, Harvard Law School
Professor Alan Dershowitz, told GCN
that he was "not satisfied" with Judge
Wellford's decision·. "The judge ruled
on the narrowest grounds possible,''
·said Dershowitz. ''What we wanted
was a complete dismissal of the indictment based on the fact that Reems'
, participation took place before the
Miller vs. California decision and
because ·an actor has no control over
the final form of a film.''
However, Dershowitz noted that the
"-practical effect" of Justice Wellford's decision might well be to "end
the matter.'' '' I hope that the new
[Carter] administration will be more
sensitive and that the government has
learned its lesson. Even though the
ruling was made on such narrow
grounds, the accumulated impact of
· such decisions on broad conspiracy
prosecutions are beginning to show
that the courts are not sympathetic."
The. decision on whether the
government now will move for a re-
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Harry Reem,s

trial in the Reems case lies in the hands
of the federal prosecutors in Memphis.
Larry Parrish, the anti-porn1)graphy ·
crusader who was the assistant federal
prosecutor in Memphis, has now been
replaced by a more liberal federal
officer in the wake of the Carter
Administration's ascension to power.
"For them to bring it back to trial
would be beating a dead horse',' Reems
told the Boston Globe in an interview.
The Reems case drew strong national
attention because of what civil libertarians believed was an abuse of the
conspiracy laws. A Boston benefit held
at Together last November to raise
funds for Reems' defense was organized by Fag Rag collective member
John Mitzel and attended by a large
number of gay people. ''If the Reems
conviction is-allowed to stand,'' Mitzel
told GCN at the time, "the writer of
any piece that appears in a gay magazine or newspaper can be indicted and
tried as part of a national conspiracy if
anything in that publication is judged
obscene in any community in
America.''

Merchants Group Elects 2 Gay Men

'Whispering Campaign' Fails On Newbury Street
By John Fowler

fourth gay man lost in his bid for
election.
·
Two gay men were
elected officers of the Newbury Street
Ron Catena, manager of Romano's
Bakery on Newbury Street, was elected
League, a merchant's association representing businesses located on one of
to the Board of Directors, and Eric
Boston's most fashionable shopping
Ross, also a Newbury Street business _
districts, at an April 5 meeting. The · person became the League's new president.
elections came after heated controversy
Following the nominations for elec- ..
about the men's homosexuality. In
tion last month, Catena said he susaddition, a third gay man resigned his _ . pected the gay issue might be brought
post and refused to. be re-elected for a
up. Two days prior to the elections on
fifth term, stating, "too many people
April 5, a "whispering campaign"
in the League are hypocrites." A
against the gay candidates . began,
BOSTON -

Matlovich to Head Miami Fight

Leonard Matlovich MIAMI, Fla. - _ Leonard Matlovich, the openly gay Air Force sergeant
who was ousted by the military last
year, has been named as cochairperson
and
full-time
spokesperson for Miami's gay rights
fight. Matlovich, who is a registered
Dade County voter although he has
been living in Washington since leaving
the Air Force, is expected to give the
gay forces a boost in the upco~ing

June 7 referendum. "He's a natural
for the job," said Bob Basker of the
Dade County Gay Rights Coalition.
While Matlovich was being named to
lead the gay forces, the fate of both the
controversial Dade County gay rights
ordinance and the proposed July 7 referendum was still in doubt. Judge Sam
Silver of Dade County Circuit Court
was scheduled to make a decision on
· the constitutionality of -the ordinance
last Friday, a day after GCN went to
press. The decision has already been
delayed by a week.
The ordinance found its way into the
court when a local right-wing businessperson, Ellis Rubin, filed a suit
questioning it constitutionality. Phillip
~ Carlton, lawyer for the Gay Coalition,
has asked the judge to dismiss the
motion, claiming that Rubin did not
have the standing to file the suit.
Miami gays plan to appeal Silver's
decision, if he should rule against the
Coalition. "It's hard to figure out
what Silver will decide. He's a corporate lawyer and he'-s also going to be up
for re-election soon. We're just not
sure," said Bob Basker of the
Coalition.

according -to Catena. ''Word got
.around," he said, "-don't let the
faggots take over the League."
This action surprised former
treasurer of the League Frank Tanzer,
whose resignation was prompted by th£
whispering campaign. "People I had
associated with for six or seven years
all of a sudden be·came bigoted and
narrow minded," he commented. "So
I resigned. I decided nothing was worth
eating my pride and working with these
people.''
Shortly before the elections, Catena
and Ross apparently tracked down two
sources of the anti-gay campaign. "I
confronted both of them, and I just
said, look, most of your customers are
gay. If you object to gay people on the
board, then you object to gay customers," Catena said.
"Gay men don't have to send their
sons through college - we don't have
to save our money," he explained, "we
just spend it, her.e. on Newbury -street.
But we don't have to spend it here."
This rationale apparently contributed
to the sudden turn-about of sentiment

among "straight" merchants. At the
Tuesday election-meeting ' both Ross
and Catena received larg€ pluralities of
the ·vote, while Louis Terranagra,
another gay candidate, is believed to
nave lost by a small margin ~
It was at that packed meeting that
Tanzer resigned and explained his
actions to the League membership. "It
was a very tense night," Tanzer said. It
became clear through the discussion
that many straight merchants feared
the League, under gay leadership,
would become a sounding board for
gay rights activists. "They just didn't
understand that there are plenty of
organizations for that purpose,"
Tanzer stated. Tanzer said he will only
involve himself with the League for
special projects after this. Presidentelect Eric Ross could not be reached
for comment.
,
One League . member explained that
the organization is concerned primarily
with promotion of Newbury Street as a
whole, and that the group sponsors
various projects, including' an annual
Night at the Pops.

Gay Alderperson Wins in Madison
MADISON, WI - Jim Yeadon, the
first openly gay alderperson in Madison's history, has been returned to
office with 58% of the vote. Yeadon,
who represents the part of the city
around the University of Wisconsin,
has been elected to the city council for
a partial term in October. He was
chosen at a special caucus. Yeadon's
victory over Robert Estka by a 1555 to
1090 vote was his first electoral bid in a
general election. Estka is a junior at the
University of Wisconsin and has been .
described as a "fraternity-type."

Yeadon will serve for two years. In
the same city-wide election, Paul
Soglin, who had once been elected
Mayor as a "radical," was re-elected
by a sweeping 63% of the vote.
The gay issue did not play a role in
.Yeadon's campaign. "I think anybody
who brings it (the gay issue) up will
sink his own ship,'' Yeadon said in an
interview recently. Yeadon has been a
gay activist since 1969 and played a
leading role in the enactment of
Madison's anti-discrimination ordinance.

BOURBO N STREET MURDERS

BEACH- COMBIN G

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"When the Globe wrote about no-bid contracts, I
had a no-bjd contract. When they wrote about
career schools, I had a career school. Now they're
writing about no-shows, so I've got a no-show. I
hope they don't write about transsexuals , because I
can prove what I am." - Boston City Councillor
John J. Kerrigan speaking to .the Boston Finance
Commission , Af?ril 12, 1977

"THE NAKED TRUTH"
BOSTON - A slide show whose theme is the
cultural conditioning of women via advertising will
be presented on April 24 at Emerson College. Jean
Kilbourne, writer and teacher, will examine ways
in which advertiseme nts reinforce sexual stereotypes and affect women's ·self-images . The
discussion will take place on Sunday, April 24, at
3:30 p.m. at 96 Beacon St., Boston. Admission is
free.

WOM~N 'S CULTURE
BOSTON - A group of local women ore planning
a women's cultural event to happen in July. "One of
the principle purposes of the celebration is to give
ourselves space and time to shore and teach our
arts. We ore seeing a need for wimmin who live in
the area and who are in many ways invisible in our
own wimmin's community to be able to come
together and teach and express our wimmin's
visions," they say. Musicians, painters, dance'rs,
actors, mimists, filmmakers, writers, audio artists,
and any and all other artists are invited to participate. Anyone interested should call: Jeannette,
Jane, or Pat at 265-7183; Leah or Diane at 924-7546;
or Mary at 964-2579 . .

•

REVERE, MA - Metropolita n District Commission
{MDC) police have instituted periodic "sweeps" of
Revere Beach during the late evening hours.
Several persons have i;eported to GCN that police
vehicles have recently been converging on the
popular gay mole cruising area many times,
instructing men on the beach and sidewalk (the
area in front of the police station) to move along.
According to William Delaney, MDC public
relations director, the reason for the patrols is that
the activity of the men along the beach area has
exceeded sitting on the benches or walking on the
beach. "We don't want anyone hassling anyone,"
explained Delaney. "People hove been soliciting
other people. It's gone a lot further than before.
There have been no arrests as yet, but I would
expect that if moving them along fails to work,
then we could institute arrest."

ON TRIAL IN BATON ROUGE
A Baton Rouge gay activist was scheduled to stand trial last month on
charges of kidnapping a 17 year old hitchhiker. The
activist, Huey Beverly, maintains his innocence and
claims that the local police worked through the
hitchhiker to press false charges because of his gay
activism. "There was no crime. There is no crime. I
am fighting these retaliatory charges as far - and
as long - as is necessary," said the 39-year-old

BATON ROUGE, La. -

activist.
Beve"rly is a member of the National Gay Task
Force and the American Civil Liberties Union and is
active in prison reform for gay prisoners.

UPGRAD ING DISCHARGES
Secretary of Defense
WASHINGTO N, D.C. application
announced
has
Brown
Harold
procedures for former servicepeop le who wish to
upgrade their discharges under the Carter administration's liberalized program. People who were
given dishonorabl e or less than honorable discharges for_homosexua lity are expected to have no
difficulty in application for upgrading.
Former service members, other than those in
deserter status, can apply for discharge review by
contacting the Joint Liaison Office at 800-325-4040.
The toll-free telephone number will be operational
between 7 a.m. CST and 8 p :m. CST. Applications
· obtained by mail will be treated in a manner identical to telephone applications . Mail applications
should be sent to Joint Liaison Office, Attn: Army/
Navy/USMC /Air Force :Liaison Team, USARCPAC,
St. Louis, Mo. 63132.
Page 2 • GCN, AprH23, 1977.

20,000,000 FOR REAL
Paul H. Gebhart, diBLOOMINGT ON, Ind. rector of the Institute for Sex Research at Indiana
University, has announced an updating of the
Kinsey studies from 1938 to 1963. Gebhard has reworked the data on homosexua l experiences of
American men and women and finds that "13.95%
of males and 4.25% of females, or a combined
average of 9.13% of the total population, had
homosexua l
incidental
either extensive or
experience. " "Extensive" homosexual experience
is defined as having 21 or more partners or 51 or
more experiences , and "incidental" as having 5 to
20 partners or 21 to 50 experiences .
Gebhard's work leads him to conclude that "a
significant percentage of the American population
is predominan tly homosexua l in its sexual and affectional orientation. " The Notional Gay Task Force
asserts that this study supports their claim to a
population of 20,000,000 predominan tly gay people
in the United States.

PRISON RAPE AND ESCAPE
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. - The Illinois Supreme Court
has ruled that prison inmates who escape may cite
homosexual otfacks against them as a defense in
court. The decision came in the case of Francis
Unger, who escaped from the Illinois State Penitentiary honor farm on March 7, 1972. Unger testified
at his escape trial that he had been molested by
three inmates five ,days before his escape.
Unger's attorneys had argued that the jury in the
case should be allowed to consider the attack and a
later death threat as "an affirmative defense of
compulsion and necessity." The judge in the case
had instructed the jury to disregard this line of
reasoning but as the State Supreme Court has
overturned the decision, the case will return to
Circuit Court.

SOMEWHERE BENEFIT
BOSTON - An auction/bru nch for the benefit of
Gay Legislation '77 will be held on Sunday afternoon, April 24, 1977, at Somewhere , 295 Franklin
Street, Boston, beginning at 2:00 p.m. All proceeds
will benefit Gay Legislation '77, the committee
which is working to pass the 1977 Massachuse tts
gay rights bills. Refreshmen ts will be served.
Among the items to be auctioned off: a special tour
of the State House by Rep. Barney Frank, a picnic
on the banks of the Charles River with Rep. Elaine
Noble, dinner at Anabel's of Ogunquit {Maine), and
many more surprise items!

New Orleans police
NEW ORLEANS, La. combed Bourbon Street last week in a search for
the "French Quarter Stabber." Five men were dead
by last week and at least three of the murders are
believed to be gay-related. The stabbings began on
Feb. 14 and al! the slayings. are thought to have a
similar pattern. Three of the five victims - all men
- were sexually molested. Another victim, a 77year-old man, was found in his apartment by his
landlord in a kneeling · position. He hod been
stabbed 50 times.
Streets were reportedly quieter than usual in the
French Quarter since the body of the most recent
victim was found last Thursday. "We're investigating the cases individually and as a group," said
Poli'ce Lt. Thomas Duffy. But Duffy refused to say
that the killings of the five men were related.

PENIS CONSTR UCTION
.

ST. LOUIS, MO. - The first female-to-m ale transsexual has been fitted with a penis that is capable
of erection. The penis ---:- containing a hydraulic
system that permits fluid from the reservoir in the
abdomen into the penis to cause erection - was
designed by a University of Missouri urologist and
plastic surgeon.
In the past, surgeons have not attempted to
construct a penis capable of erection. Mastectomie s
been accomplishe d
or the removal of ovaries ha
or a rod has been implanted in the penis in some
cases that kept the penis in a permanent state of
semi-erectio n.

GAY MEN'S CENTER NEWS
BOSTON - The Goy Men's Center has moved to
its new location at 718 Beacon Street. The new
telephone number is 247-7312 and is expected to be
connected shortly.
The past few months have been difficu_lt and
hectic ones for the Center. Faced with the move,
which included the location of property, leases,
lawyers, incorporatio n, and the search for a new
coordinator, many activities have had to be curtailed. But now plans are being mode for on official
grand opening on the weekend of May 7, featuring
disco music and dancing, and poetry and art as
possible activities. Input from friends and members
is most welcome. For the present, considerabl e
cleaning and painting need to be done and people
are urged to come and help out.
There will be a new rap group starting the first
Thursday in Moy and other activities, such as Gay
Forum, will be resuming shortly.
In order for the GMC to continue this type of
operation, or extend it, the Center needs public
support. Anyone who wishes to volunteer at the
Center or to donate money to it is urged to get in
touch with the Center.

'

UPCOM ING TV
NEW YORK, N.Y. - CBS-TV will air a program
called "How Parents Deal with Homosexua lity in
Children" on its "CBS News Magazine" show on
Thursday, April 21. The show will take place at 10
a.m., New York time. The National Gay Task Force
urges gay people to monitor- the- show and write
comments to Robert Wussier, President, CBS-TV
Network, 51 W. 52nd St., New York City 10019. The
same network is planning to arrange the "pe_rfect
date" for Archie Bunker's pr_a ctical-joker pal on "All
In the Family'' on Saturday, April 23. Archie's
friend's "perfect date" turns out to be a professional female impersonato r.
In addition, CBS's "Young and Restless" i$ featuring a lesbian theme, reportedly not positively developed. The program airs at 12 noon, Monday
through F~iday, New York time.

GAY BUSINESS GROUP
BOSTON - A growing number ·of Boston-area
businesses which ore either gay owned, managed
or oriented have joined the newly-forme d Gay
Business Association.
Goals of the organizatfon include more contacts
in the gay business world, extensive referrals,
group life insurance, plans, cooperative advertising, group travel, and the other benefits associated
with business affiliations.
The list of businesses and services include:
Beacon Tours, Forever Flamingo, Frank Tanzer
Gallery, La Trattoria Restaurant, Koala Bear Haircutters, Diane Bellevance Ad Agency, Xanadu
Graphics and Xanadu Printing, Rook, Roth and
Rubino, Gay Community News, many gay bars, and
a variety of others involved in entertainme nt,
investment counseling, typography, research, and
technical writing.
"The organization is for people who are interest~d in attracting a larger gay clientele," stated
Linda Carford, co-owner of Beacon Tours and a ,
GBA board member. "The more persons who join
as an associate, full or sponsoring member, the
better chance we have of improving our strength as
a voice within the community, increasing our
business, expanding our understandi ng of who is
available within the community to receive referrals, and broadening our scope of where to take
our own need of services."
The next general meeting of the Gay Business
Association will be held May 23, at the Commttnity
Club, 252 Boylston St., at 8 p.m. For further
information on that meeting or on the association
itself, persons may contact: Goy Business A'ssociation, 102 Charles Street, Boston, MA 02114.

Yale Gay Rights Week Gains Minority Support
By Michael Austin
NEW HA VEN, CT - April 4-8 was
Gay Rights Week at Yale University
and gay and straight people involved
are already calling it a milestone in the
progress of Yale's gay movement. A
coalition of 16 campus organizations,
representing women, ethnic minorities,
religious groups, the student government, and gay men and lesbians, had
proclaimed the week. :rhe week had
three purposes - to muster support
for the Connecticut Sexual Orientation
Bill, to raise consciousness on campus
about gay issues, and to demonstrate
support for Yale gays. All week long,
there were posters throughout the
campus, table cards on all the dining
hall tables, and announcements on the
university radio station describing the
week. There was extensive coverage in
the student newspaper - the Yale
Daily News - and on Wednesday the ·
entire editorial page was devoted to
endorsements and explanations of the
program.
On Wednesday, organizers began
distributing 5000 copies of an educational ·1eaflet outside all twelve
undergraduate dining halls, as well as
the graduate and professional schools.
They also started passing petitions in
support of the Connecticut and
National Gay Rights Bills, 'and by
week's end had garnered more than
2000 signatures, making this one of the
most successful petition drives in
recent Yale history.
From Wednesday through Friday,
hundreds of people, gay a..nd straight,
wore the Pink Triangle to demonstrate
their solidarity with the gay liberation
movement. The Coalition's call for
people to wear the Pink Triangle -the
· emblem of gays in Nazi death camps forced persons to re-examine their
cpmmitments, and to make new ones.
"I was somewhat hesitant to put on a
triangle, for fear of being thought of as
gay," said one student. "In fact, I did

get some hostile looks. But I really
understand now for the first time how
a gay person could fear coming out to
person
Another
straights."
commented that, by Thursday, when
hundreds donned the triangle, "I felt
an immediate! sense of cc:nmunity
with everyone I passed who wore a
triangle. It was great!"
From 12:30 to 2 on Thursday afternoon, two hundred students, staff
members and professors rallied in the
center of the -campus in support of gay
rights. Fourteen speakers, representing
the
women,
groups,
minority
Chaplain's Office and Hillel Foundation, and other student organizations,
spoke in support of the bills and gay
liberation.
A keynote of all the speeches was the
unity of the struggle for human
liberation by gays,. minorities, and
women. Typical was the declaration by
Niyonu Payton, representing the Black
Student Alliance at Yale: '' As long as
any one group is oppressed, we are all
in trouble." The enthusiastic crowd
was unusually diverse both ethnically
and politically for a rally at Yale, and
the rally received excellent local television coverage.
The week did encounter some resistance. Although more than 200 posters
were put up around the campus, few~r
than a dozen remained by Friday. The
table cards disappeared from many
dining hall tables, and in one dining
hall, the manager refused to let
organizers put them up. His refusal led
to a front-page headline the next day:
"Branford Hin-ders Gay Rights
Group," and the embarrassed manager
quickly relented.
· For-many, the most impressive part
of the week was the Coalition which
sponsored it. Included in the Coalition
were groups r.epresenting Blacks,
Puerto Ricans, Chicanos, Native
Americans, Asian Americans, Jews,
Lutherans, Episcopalians, the Univer-

The week seems to have changed the
sity Chaplain's Office, socialists,
feelings of many gay students about
feminists, the student government, and
their presence on campus. "I never
gays.
would have beljeved so many straight
If the week did nothing else, it
students would take risks for us this
on
gays
of
status
political
changed the
way," commented one undergraduate.
campus. As Coalition member Harry
"I'm still not ready to 'come out' to
Scott said at the rally, "We will never
of my friends, but I feel much
most
again be seen as isolated and sick indiThe week
comfortable.''
more
which
group
minority
a
as
but
viduals,
provided · the occasion for · many
has problems in I common with' other
students to "come out" in their dorms
minority groups, which has been supor to friends. One Coalition organizer
ported this week by other groups, and
that "this week has had a
commented
groups
other
support
to
eager
is
which
much greater impact on the lives of
in the future." The Chicano organizaindividuals than I anticipated. We have
tion has already asked the Gay Allimade _our presence known on campus
ance/Yalesbians to · co-sponsor a
in a way we never even conceived
speech in the fall by a gay Cbicano
possible before, and many of our fears
poet.
about coming out, both collective and
Important as well were the connecwere disproved."
individual,
tions made as different groups joined
Leaders from a variety of groups
to organize the week. White gays and
agree that this week was the most
Third World gays worked together for
significant political event of the year at
the first time; women and. men shared
Yale. Qne director of the Undergraduthe
of
the responsibility and direction
ate Women's Caucus commented that
campaign. And the consciousness
she had "never seen so much positive
raising which has gone in · recent years
energy invested in a single project at
- as gay people came out in their
Yale,'' and there is ·already talk of
organizations and forced them to deal
repe;1ting the week next year, when the
with the issue, or as gays came out to
Coalition might push for an antitheir friends - meant that . scores of
discrimination statement from the
heterosexual people were willing to
university.
the
to
energy
d~vote their time and ·
As Tara Ayres, a Coalition spokesproject.
person, noted, ''The fact that we could
The saturation of the campus media
do this here is only partially attriand dining halls with information
butable to the recent history of Yale
to
led
Week
about Gay Rights
orgamzmg; more importantly, it
hundreds of discussions about gayindicates the progress the movement
related issues in the dining halls, classhas made nationally, and it ought to be
rooms, and student dorms. And
elsewhere."
possible
_
the
assess
yet
can
_although no one
Leaders of the Coalition are comlong-term impact of the week on
piling a booklet of all the literature and
student consciousness at Yale, _it is
news storie.s related to the week, as well
clear that many individuals confronted
a long article explaining how it was
as
about
fears
and
their misconceptions
- organized, to send to other campus gay
homosexuality for the first time.
organizations. Persons interested in the
Dozens of persons signing the petitions
booklet should write to the Gay Alliexplained that they weren't going to
ance/Yalesbians, Box 2031, Yale
initially, but were convinced by the inStation, New Haven, CT 06520,
formation leaflet, or by discussions
enclosing a dollar to cover costs.
with friends.

Mass. Supreme Court Takes Up Harassment ''Test Case''
The Massachusetts
BOSTON Supreme Judicial Court has, on its own
motion, decided to take up the case of
John Doe, convicted last Jan. 16, 1976
on charges ·of "soliciting to commit an
unnatural act.'' The Court decided last
week to take the case out of the hands
of the Massachusetts Appeals Court,
where it was resting afte·r a Boston
Superior Court jury had rejected an
appeal in late March 1976.
One of the most controversial
aspects of the case was the judge's
decision to . compel the defendant to
pay "court costs" of $500 and his
denunciation of Doe for "slandering
the police.'' City Corporation Counsel
Herbert P. Gleason told GCN that the
maximum fine for violation of the
ordinance in question (Ord. 14, Sec.
3ll)is $50.
The case, which involved a man
arrested by an undercover police
officer at Boston's Jolar Cinema, was
widely viewed as a "test case'' of
harassment of gay men by the Boston
Police Department. The case was taken
up by the Civil Liberties Union of
Massachusetts. "The issue here is
- whether or not cruising is legal,'' Evan
Lawson, the defendant's lawyer, told
.
GCN.
Court is
Judicial
Supreme
The
expected to decide whether police may
arrest gay men in a cruising-type situation for "solicitation to commit an
unnatural act." In the Balthazar
decision, the Supreme Judicial Court
ruled that an "unnatural act" is not a
crime if it is done between consenting
adults in private. In the John Doe case,

the Court may decide whether or not to
widen the Balthazar decision to a
"cruising situation" in a plac~ like the
Jolar Cinema.
The Supreme Jt!_dicial Court "can
use this case as a vehicle to rule on

these questions c,r it can simply duck
the issue," said lawyer Lawson.
Lawson is encouraged, however,
that the Court decided to take the case
"on its own motion." "Usually when
they do this they intend to do ·some-

thing with the case. There's a good ·
chance that they'll do something to
change .or clarify the law."
The Court is expected to take up the
case within the next few months,
although the exact date is ~nknown ..

200-300 gay people demonstrated in front of the executive offices of the Singer Sewing Machine Company at Rockefeller
Center on April 9. The demonstration, cidled by GAA/New York, was in protest of the company's decision to re-hire antiPhoto by Robert Chesley
gay crusader Anita &yant to host its upcoming television show, ·
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It Can Happen Here
The situation could just as easily have been l\ke this: GCN or any other gay
publication is found obscene, in violation of "community standards" of morality
and decency in a small town or large town somewhere. The editor, the distributor,
the typesetter, the publisher, the board of directors, and a lonely free-lance writer
who wandered into the office once and dropped off a story are all indicted for
conspiracy to publish and distribute an obscene publication. After a massive nineweek trial they are all found guilty.
That writer who wandered into the office one day is the equivalent of Harry
Reems in the "Deep Throat" conspiracy case. Last week a federal judge ruled that
Harry Reems - who was found guilty of conspiracy in Memphis last spring for a
one-day stint of acting in "Deep Throat" - could have a new trial. The judge's
decision was based, as Reems' lawyer Alan Dershowitz said, "on the narrowest
grounds." What the judge ruled was that Reems' participation in "Deep Throat"
had concluded before the US Supreme Court made its controversial decision allowing individual localities to enforce "community standards" regarding obscenity
and pornography.
It is encouraging to see that Harry Reems will get a new trial; in fact, the
government will probably not even prosecute him any further as ant~-pornography

C

it

in praise _
of
providence
DearGCN:
,STOP! Before I hear another word panning
last weekend's New England Gay Conference in
Proviaence, R.I., I wish to voice a contrary
opinion.
I met some Beautiful People in Providence,
and felt it •was well worth the trip. I must protest
two misinformed articles in last week's GCN
(4/16) and many negative opinion's expressed on
WBUR's "Gayway."
I went with the hopes of meeting and being
able to talk with a wide variety of people within
the gay community. I had many issues in my
head. I felt that I did meet a variety of people
and was able to talk openly and honestly with
many persons whom I would not have had the
chance to meet otherwise.
The smallness of some workshops worked in
their favor. In a workshop on "Feminism," we
had a very enlightening discussion with more or
less only a dozen participants. This was preceded
by a presentation by a woman from the Lesbian
Defense Fund, a group from Vermont which is
touring the country trying to raise money for a
child custody trial. This led right into the issues
we wished to discuss.
A loose group of about eight of us then found
our way to a workshop titled "Alternative Lifestyles/Rural Gays, Sexual Minorities, etc." This
workshop was attended by about 40 people, and
after a brief discussion of which issues interested
us, we expressed our experience from the last
workshop. By the time the substitute facilitator
had arrived we were doing fine on our own,
having split into three smaller groups, one discussing rural lifes~yles, one sexual minorities,
and one conc_erned \\it h patterns of monogamy
and also questions of racism in the community.
To take issue with GCN's coverage, this workshop did not endorse "fetishists and cultists."
We had specifically wished not to label those of
us with perhaps different attitudes, but wished to
express support for differing viewpoints and lifestyles . More specificall~. we were dealing with
these issues: bisexuality, 11fe in the straight world
(yes, some of us have to earn a living), differing

age
relationships,
multiple
relationships,
pederasty and its female counterpart, and a
minimal discussion of S&M. We also discussed
alternatives to meeting in bars, and ways of
meeting at all, for example, gay coffeehouses
with gay entertainment and consciousness,
emphasizing that that which we wish done, we
must do for ourselves.
A caucus on Gays and Athletics, though
attended by only two women and two men, discussed self-defense and also recreational facilities
available for use by such groups as the Gay
Recreational Activities Committee and/ or
women's and community groups.
In my mind, the Saturday night slide, film,
cartoon and music presentation, followed by
Jonathan Katz's excellent reading from his
superbly researched book Gay American
History, topped the weekend.
My only criticism is that I wish there had been
more women in attendance, although I do not
think this was the planners' fault, who were
about half women. ·
But Eric Rogers claims (also GCN 4/ I 6) " ...
one group that was somehow not represented
was gay women.''
I don't know - I was there, and as Sojourner
Truth so aptly put it 100 years ago, "Ain't I a
woman?" And if no one listens when I have
something to say, I don't "walk out," I speak
louder!!!
And this was the tone of the workshops and
caucus which I attended. If it wasn't happening,
we made it happen. We weren't waiting around
to be spoon-fed politics.
I'm tired of criticism, whether it be of the
MCC, or of atheistic anarchistic radicals. We
need both. I had hop_ed that a tone of acceptance
of our differences had come from this weekend,
and from there even a stronger sense of
community.
In revolt,
Ginny Hodgdon
Cambridge

t
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crusader Larry Parrish has left the Memphis federal prosecutor's office with the
advent of Jimmy Carter and Griffin Bell. But what is distressing is that Judge
Wallford did not even question whether an actor or writer in an obscenity
conspiracy case could be named as part of the conspiracy. He ruled that Reems was
convicted of something he did before the law went into effect, but the decision
went no further.
The holding of massive conspiracy trials for pornography because some town
somewhere decides that a publication violates its standards of decency is a frightening enough prospect in this country. But when a person who is only marginally
involved with the entire business can be prosecuted for conspiracy and a judge does
not rule that this kind of prosecution is wrong, it is even more terrifying. It may be,
as Dershowitz argued, that the end result of a series of narrowly-based cases like
this will be to discourage the government from further pornography witch-hunts.
But no judge has yet said to the government, "You have gone too far; no actor or
contributor can be held responsible for the work as a whole." Until this precer
dent is made clear, the civil liberties of every American - and especially those of
contributors to the always vulnerable gay press - are in danger. It still can happen
here.
·
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who's to blame?
DearGCN:
After rea.d ing Eric Rogers' "Speaking Oµt"
(April 16, 1977), I feel compelled to reply
because of his ignorance in regard to the New
England Gay Conference.
Eric Rogers evidently failed to see Joseph
Gilbert's apology in GCN's"Community Voice"
on March 26, 1977. In his letter regarding the
conference, Joseph Gilbert stated that "sisters
and brothers from New England could give input
in person and by mail." Joseph also stated that
he had tried to reach gay Jewish groups to assist
in the Ecumehical Service on Sunday evening,
April 3rd at 7 :00 to celebrate Passover. I volunteered and assisted in that service as a gay Jew .
In two consecutive issues of GCN (Feb. 19 and
Feb. 26), in the articles and in the calendar,
interested people were encouraged to send suggestions or attend the planning meeting for the
New England Gay Conference. I was at that
meeting and did not see Mr. Rogers. Including
myself and Joseph Gilbert, only three other ,
people attended that meeting.
As far as the conference being anti-feminist,
Eric Rogers was probably sleeping through half
of the workshops. The women had two workshops, "Stability and Movement of Roles
Among Lesbians," and "Feminism"; the men
only had one, "Stability and Movement of Roles
Among Gay Men.''
·The conference may have been dominated by
men because of the larger number of men who
attended, but who's fault is it if the women do
not attend? On two occasions I went to a predominately women's club and put up posters and
hand-outs for the conference. If women do not
wish to attend or participate in the conference, it
is they who must take the blame for the lack of
unity among gay women at the conference and in
the community.
Mr. Rogers was also ignorant of the fact that
preceding the conference, there was also a
Symposium. Among the speakers were: Jean
O'Leary, Rica Josephs and Rita Mae Brown. I
mention this only to make everyone aware of the
work entailed in the Symposium and conference.
By Sunday night, everyone involved in the
Symposium and conference was exhausted and I
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must commend all those who devoted themselves
and wo~ked in preparation for the conference.
This meant lack of sleep and missing meals
be, : \l e of the time spent in organizing, transportation and housing for 225 people from outof-state.
·
I hope Eric Rogers will volunteer some of his
time to next year's conference so that he will get
better insight as to the work involved in planning
a conference.
Sincerely,
Linda Sable

comical crabs
Dear Friends:
Thanks for your April Fools issue. It made us
laugh. And one of my friends actually started to
worry about those West Coast crabs until I told
him to look at the date.
- A Reader

supporting our
supporters
President, Utica Club
West End Brewing Company
Utica, N.Y.
Dear Sir:
A couple of weeks back I was chatting with
Skip Rosenthal at his newly opened Community
Club in Boston on various and sundry 'and
learned from him at th·at time that Utica Club
was in the process of taking out an ad in Boston's
Gay Community News - surely a remarkable
act given the stature of the advertiser and the
media/readership to which the promotion is
directed.
As I turned the pages of the ninth of April
issue of GCN I found staring at me a refreshingly enticing ad for a mug of Utica Club. It looks
good ...
Utica Club's decision to support the gay media
and, through it, the gay community, is fantastic .
I have always given preference to the small
brewer (Rolling Rock, Genesee, Reading, Olympia, et al) and this alone would have oriented me
in your direction; but - your progressive move
to advertise and promote through the gay media/
community (exclusively so in the northeast, I
und,e rstand) is even more reason to support Utica
Club in particular .
Now that Utica Club openly supports us by
laying its dollars on the table I would hope 'that
we can, in turn, support Utica Club by consuming as many "suds" as possible and within
reason along with asking for it at the local
package store and/ or pub thus letting you know
that your efforts in our behalf have been most
worthwhile and your support greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours;
Peter I. Roehm
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Ken Rabb
Ray Hopkins
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Michael Olivas
Bill Shawcross
Ken Westhassel
Paul Morse
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The first meeting to plan this
year's Gay Pride Week In Boston
wlll be held on Tuesday, Aprll 19 at
7:30 p.m. at the Boston Advocates
for Human Rights Office 73·Tremont
Street, Room 224. Everyone Is
welcome and women and third
world people are especially encouraged to participate.

listeni ng· to the
•
gaygo y1m

blatan t
anti-se mitism

To the Editor:

Dear Sisters & Brothers:
As a gay Jew I was totally offended by the
blatant anti-semitism expressed in the letter by
John Mitzel (GCN, April I, 1977). Apparently
Mr. Mitzel approves the scheduling of a gay
conference coinciding with the celebration of
Pas~over. Mitzel is insensitive to the hundreds of
thousands of Jewish lesbians and gay men who
wish to celebrate the liberation of their ancestors
from oppressors.
The Passover celebration is a symbol of Jewish
liberation. Holding a gay conference dur.ing this
celebr!}tion is not so bad, in my opinion, _if a
Passover seder feast is included. I myself
attended a gay conference in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, during the first two days of · the
Passover, but provisions were made tQ have a
gay seder for those who wished to observe this
joyous feast commemoratin g the emancipation
of the iewish people.
·
Jews have a right to be proud of their heritage.
All those who denounce this right, as Mitzel did,
are terribly bigoted and hypocritical. I do not
want to be a closet gay nor a closet Jew. As
dedicated as I am to opposing homophobia and
sexism, I equally oppose antl-semitism.
In Gay & Jewish Pride,
Mark N. Silber
Hollywood, Florida

Nothing you would'nt get if you dropped dead at
The New England Gay Conference held at
Providence last week.
Not a glass of water, believe me. Would you need
it if you dropped dead amid the Metropolitan
Community Church groupies gathered there to
hear Father Malcolm Boyd pulpitize his latest
book.
LI);:S!! LIES!! POPPYCOCK CRIES!!

Gave up a Passover seder to go to Rhode Island
and listen to the gay goyim. I did, I did, honest to
God I DID.
My mother said to me.
She said Fred Saturday night is the first night of
Passover. The most important night since the
Jews crossed the Red Sea chased by the Eg y ptians
No Ma. No I said it's the twentieth century and
I'm going to the New England Gay Conference
in Rhode Island with my yellow Fag Rags.
She said that's nice. Have a good time. And oh
yes be sure and take a yarmulka and a box of
matzos for our Christian friends.
I didn't bother to tell her that this wasn't a holy
day gathering. What the hell I mused, what she
doesn't know won• t bother her.
But lo and behold the Saturday I was there was
different than any other Saturday gay conference
I ever attended.
Silver crosses among the Sycamores. IT rained
too. Drizzled I should say. Showers, not golden.
Kindergarten halos. Spaghetti, Oreo cookies,
paste, pinup bulletin bores.
And not a sexually active rest stop all the way
back to Boston. EGAD!
Gay solidarity. What?
Freddie Greenfield

no boyco tt
Dear GCN Readers:
Over the past few weeks, we here at the Boston
Advocates for Human Rights office have been
working very hard in defense of the Florida gay
rights movement. We have tried to point out the
importance of this struggle to the effort in
Massachusetts. to pass our gay rights bills and to
the effort of the Gay Rights National Lobby. We
have said that while Anita Bryant is a vis ble
spokesperson for a right-wing hate . campaign,
she represents a movement that has deep roots
and poses great dangers to human rights regat'dless of whether she leads it or not.
We have tried to explain that BAHR does not
support the idea of a boycott of Florida
industries or the firing of Anita Bryant from her
jobs because of her anti-gay activities. Unfortunately, some people are not listening to us all that
clearly.
Those who continue to talk of boycotting
orange juice or Singer sewing machines are doing

A GAY PERS ON'S GUID E
TO NEW ENG LAN D
announ ces:

its 1977 SUPP LE1v !EN'T
• the 1976 GUIDE: 500 annotated listings. Gay bars, baths,
businesses , groups. Articles on S&M, hustling, coming out,
his/herstor y, gay maps, calendars, and more. Over 5000 copies
sold so far. Described as "the best" in Michael's 'Thing . $3.75
(plus 50c postage and handling). .
.
• the 1977 SUPPLEM ENT: Over 200 new and revised listings
to update the 1976 GUIDE through March, 1977. Over 100
NEW bars, services and groups. Only $1.50 postpaid
FREE with purchase of the GUIDE (see offer below).

SPEC IAL OFF ER

so out. of genuine feeling of disgust for Anita
Bryant's prejudice and hate campaign. Our job
in the gay comprnnity is to channel people's
energy, which is at an all-time high, into a
powerful movement that can defeat "Save Our
Children, Inc." and guarantee our human rights.
We must direct our campaign in the same
direction as Anita Bryant: toward the government. The Florida Citrus Commission cannot
guarantee gay rights. Only the government is in a
position to do so. They are under an obligation
to do so, and if they shirk that duty, whether in
Miami, Boston, or Washington, we must build a
movement powerful enough to make them do so.
The proposed boycott of Florida orange juice
does not answer that basic point. In fact, it lets
the government off the hook and gives our
opposition an issue to use against us: the whole
business of Anita Bryant's "right qf free
speech."
Don't for one minute think that Anita Bryant
can't turn the whole issue on its head. She has,
and has gotten support for her "right of free
speech and a job" against what she paints as a

The 1976 GUIDE and the 1977 SUPPLEM ENT $3.75 (plus 50c
postage and handling)

Send to: GCNIGPG , Dept. Hl, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA 02108
The Supplemen t will be available for purchase at the GCN office by
the end of March.
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BAHR.

Ken Withers

spe aki ng out
By Nancy Walker
Eric Rogers' (v. 4, no. 42) disappointm ent at the New England Gay Conference's lack of "anger," among other things, is probably well-founded . I agree with
him that we cannot afford to become complacent or beg, hat in hand, for "acceptance." It is more comfortable and emotionally satisfying to "demand" our. rights,
but to negotiate them is apt to be both more realistic and more successful.
Acceptance is a matter of concern to some gays, but not to others. I personally
don't give a damn if I am accepted, "liked," or not. But I do want the same rights
and privileges enjoyed (supposedly) by all full citizens of this country.
It seems to me that our ends are best served by concentratin g our efforts on
gay issues - on countering the silly, bogus, but dangerous arguments of Anita
Bryant or the governor of New Hampshire, etc.; on educating the general public,
government officials, the police and many misinformed and possibly self.-hating
gays about the realities of gay lifestyles and gay experience. We should be lobbying at the federal, state and local levels. There is no end to the concerns that
demand our attention.
If we water down what could be our concerted strength by spreading our energies, as Rogers suggests, over the full spectrum of the oppressed and down-trodde n
- women, blacks, third-world, the poor, the aged - or work for every cause we
consider just, and against every ism we consider unjust, we shall fail utterly at gay
liberation.
With very few exceptions, none but gays will work tirelessly for our cause or
to end our oppression. The socialists tolerate us, perhaps, but they will not go allout for us. Does the third-world shout about its outrage over gay oppression? Does
the women's movement place gay liberation at the head of its list of top priorities?
Certainly not. The blacks do not carry "gay is good" banners in their hearts on
parade.
. Though we should and d0 sympathize with others who are oppressed, we must
understand that they are not oppressed in the same ways as we are or for the same
reasons. Certain common factors in all opprnssion should not blind us to this fact.
The white macho male may be seen as central to all oppression in our society, but
he is only one elem·ent, and his is an image we can all fight in our own ways, to suit
our own needs. It would indeed be helpful if all oppressed groups would band
together for common cause, but that is not going to happen. In such a combination, it would be gays who are short-change d, as we always have been, so it is up to
us to use our abilities and strength to fight our own battles, since no one else is
likely to do it with us or for us.
To name religion and capitalism primary enemies, as Rogers does, is to be
naive and simplistic. There is great evil in the Church, yet there are good people
who believe in it, and many of its tenets can be used for good or ill simply by
shifting emphasis or changing interpretatio n. There is great evil in capitalism, yet
the"re are capitalists who have done great good, and the system itself can be a
vehicle for good or ill, depending always on the intentions of the people using it.
To replace the church with nothing, and capitalism with socialism, communism or anarchy is to reshuffle the evils, not to get rid of them. Our oppression is
caused by many complex factors residing deep in the psyche of industrialize d,
culture-boun d humanity. Therefore, to succeed, liberation must be a process, and
by its very nature, process takes time.
There are no easy answers. We must keep alive our anger at injustice and
kowtow to no one; we must work for gay issues; we must learn from our mistakes;
we must be willing to listen to one another; and we must acquire both wisdom and
patience.

Buy the GUID E . ..
get the S VPPL E¥EN T

FREE

giant conspiracy of gay activists out to get her.
She has made herself a martyr to free speech
while trying to destroy the rights of tens of
thousands. of Florida citizens.
We have to defeat Anita Bryant and "Save
Our Children, Inc." politically and that means
winning the majority of people to the side of
human rights. We have to win and preserve our
legal rights. W · have to break through the lies
and distortions carried by homophobes. Anita
Bryant as a person, and her "rights," or her
position with the Florida Citrus Commission, are
all secondary to that struggle.
The boycott of Florida orange juice, while
coming from genuine feelings, is basically a
milky-liberal response to an issue· that needs
united, vocal, public action. BAHR is working
on uniting as many civil rights activists as
possible in a campaign to educate the public,
gain access to the media, guarantee the passage
of legislation, and raise funds to. support the
campaign in Miami. I urge you all to support

GAY HEALTH COLLECTIVE
OF BOSTON
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16 Haviland Street
Boston, MA 02115
Telephone: (617) 267-7573

Monday eves. by appointm ent
Wednesday eves. Walk-in
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News Commentary

Pennsylvania Transvestite Fights Firing
By Janet Cooper
LANCASTER, PA - "DO NOT
TOUCH. THIS FLAGPOLE IS
ELECTRICALLY CHARGED." Two
flag poles frame the path to the door of
the Treadway Inn of Lancaster, Pa.,
an affiliate of the white middle class
credit card Motel Chain. ·on one flag
pole is the American flag; from the
other flies th'e Bicentennial flag.
Strait is the gate at Treadway.
Bill Horn is a male to female
transvestite. When Treadway management hired Bill Horn, they knew that
Bill was a sexual minority member-.
Now that same management has found
Bill's work. unsatisfactory. They fired
him.
.
On Feb. 17, 1977, there was a hearing about Bill's case. · The flak-catcher
representing management was acting
general manager, Pat Dahn. She would
never need a straight back chair to have
perfect posture:- She sat as if she never
knew what dancing, rhythm, undulation, fucking, shuddering, pissing, and
shitting felt like. She looked like she- wouldn't have enjoyed any of those
experiences anyway.
In the armament of bureaucratic
weaponry cante written · notices. Bill
had received three:
FIRST-WRITTEN NOHCE
. CHARGE: 1) Using a room with.out
permission from the · Department
Head.
RE BUTT AI:: Bill had asked ,t he
motel desk clerk for a key in order to
change clothes. He did not use the bed.
He did not use the bathroom. He cid
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By Dai -Thompson
NEW HAVEN, CT - Spring is
finally beginning to show itself here in
. Connecticut and with it, activities
around the state seem to be blooming.
Upcoming events include a Gay
Awareness Week at U. Conn, Storrs,
April 18-24. Planned activities for the
week are a panel of Parents of Gays, a
discussion of religious issues, a speaker
on gay health problems, a dance, a
concert and a picnic. John McNeill,
Jesuit theologian and author of The
Church and the . Homosexual, will
speak and answer questions at 8 p.m.
Friday, April 22, at,,the Asylum Hill
Congregational ..Church, . 8 l4 Asylum
Ave., Hartford. On Sunday, April 24,
at 3 p.m., the Asylum Church will also
host a discussion of '' A Caring Church
Looks at a Mode-rn Tale of Two
Cities."
Dignity/Hartford's
Anniver~ary Disco Dance will be held at
8 p.m. on Friday, April 29 at the Good
Shepherd Church.
Thursday, May 5 marks the beginning of an All-Women's Coffeehouse,
a 5-week-long program to be held at
MCC/Hartford, on Thursday evenings
at 8 p.m. Trish Williams, lesbianfeminist songwriter and singer, will
open the series on May 5, followed by
Marsha Taylor, May 12; local feminist
poets, May 19; a film, "A Comedy in
Six Unnatural Acts," May 26; and
Improvisatjonal Theatre, June 2.
In case you haven't heard, Connecticut now has a feminist restaurant and
bookstore. It is called Bloodroot and is
in Bridgeport at 85 Ferris St. on Long
Island Soun<l. The food is vegetarian,
with ~easonal fresh vegetables and
absolutely no preservatives. Bloodroot
is open for lunch on Tuesday and
Thursday, 11-3; for dinner, Friday and
Page8 • 'GcN, April 23, 1977

Saturday, 4-11:30; and for brunch on
Sunday, 11-3. For more information,
call Bloodroot at (203) 576-9168.
Gay Rights Week at Yale, held April
4-8, came at the perfect time to usher in
a new era of support badly needed to
counteract the depressing defeat we
received recently in the state legislature. No one is planning to give up the
struggle for equal rights, but an
infusion of new, excited, willing-towork blood is definitely needed if we
are to remain a strong, growing
community. Yale's Gay Rights Week
helped give strength to all -of us who
were involved, letting us know that we
are not alone and that we are not - in
any way - ready to give up. Especially
exciting was the fact that the whole
concept of the week was the brainstorm
of one .person whose ideas and enthusiasm spread throughout the Yale
community, _unifying all of the
campus' minority groups and creating
in hundreds of people an awareness of
gay oppression and a willingness to
chance criticism and even physical
abuse in order to do something to end
such oppression. The irony of the
week, however, is that even now the
person who began it all is afraid to let
his name be used in connection with
.the week. And so, I must thank him
anonymously for giving all of us a
much-appreciated boost. Hopefully
someday his all-too-justified fears will
join the pink . triangle in the annals of
our past.
•----------•----
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not even put anything down on the
bed.
SECOND WRITTEN NOTICE
CHARGE: 2) It is the policy of the
company that any employee who is not
working should not be on the property
without the permission of the Department Head. When permission has been
granted proper conduct and attire
should be observed at alrtimes.
. REBUTTAL: Bill was invited to
attend a formal _d inner dance in drag at
the Treadway on Jan. 23.. On Jan. 14, ·
Bill discussed the invitation with his
superv.isor. . Bill's Department Head
was in training in New Jersey the 1625. Therefore, Bill did not have a
chance to discuss his invitation with
her.
WARNING: On Jan. 26, the same .
day Bill had worked 16 ½ hours, he
re_csived his second written notice. ·
THIRD WRITTEN NOTICE
CHARGE: 3) Failure to report to
work on tirne . .
REBUTTAL: On Jan. 26 BiJl had
worked 16 ½ hours. On Jan. 27, Bill
overslept. Bill was shaving when the
phone rang. The call was from Bill's
Department Head telling him that he
was late to work. Bill does not have a
car. Buses run every two hours and
twenty minutes and therefore he had to
call a cab which ride costs $1.70. Bill
earns $2.50 an hour. After Bill was
dressed, he had to wait an additional
twenty minutes for the · taxi. As a
result, Bill arrived at work three hours
late.
ADDENDUM
BUREAUCRATIC HASSLE: Hotel
lawyers contacted the Hotel & Restaurant- Employees & Bar Tenders Local
397 Feb. 19. The Treadway lawyers
told the Union as per to go to his
Union steward. H.e in turn had 48

hours to arrange a meeting between
Treadway management and Bill. Then
they all had 5 days to submit a written
complaint. Because Bill's complaint
was dated Feb. 11, eleven days had
passed since Treadway Management
had fired Bill. Therefore Bill had gone
3 days over the time limit when he
could by union contract submit a complaint in writing .
RESULT: Neither Treadway Man-:
agement nor the Hotel & Restaurant
Employees & Bar Tenders. Local 397
· had been at all interested in helping Bill
retain his job. Currently Bill Horn is
on welfare. ·
·
. Such formal bureaucratic maneuvers
lec:1.ve no opportunity to list the compliments the patrons of Treadway gave
Bill _o n his conscientiousness with style.
He had helped set up weddings·,
· banquets, dinner dances, exclusive
financial wheeler-dealer meetings,
cocktail parties, political dinners for
state officials, so smoothly and beautifully that he often received rounds of
applause. Indeed, frequently, mothers
of the bride would offer Bill pieces of
the wedding cake.
Any minority person knows instinctively that when management presents
such petty reasons for firing someone,
that management is ' looking for an
excuse to get rid of us. While Treadway
doesn't mind minority money spent in
their bars, restaurants, and motel
rooms, they do .seem to 1n:ind employ- ·
ing us.
DONALD P. WILLIAMS
REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
I
(Permanent Hair Removal)
, 11 Newbury Street
Boston, Mass.

267-8180

AT SOMEWHERE
SUNDAY,APRIL 24 2 PM
MEN AND WOMEN INVITED •1.COVER
SPONSORED BY GAY LEGISLATION
SOMEWHERE • 295 FRANKLIN STREET BOSTON MASS
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Talking Politics
I

By David Brill

There is as much fascination among
humans with the dates of certain occurrences (in relation to other dates) as
there is with the events themselves. In
other words, publications short on
copy sometimes revert to ''On this day
in history'' and ''Where are they
now?" features to fill up space.
As good a lead as any, I would say,
is a "One Year Later" assessment of
Boston Mayor Kevin White's executive
order banning discrimination on the
basjs of sexual preference in city
employment. It was a year ago this
month that Hizzoner repaid the
political debt he incurred to Elaine
N<?ble during the previous year's
campaign.
re-election
tumultous
"Sexual preference" discrimination in
city employment was now punishable
by removal of the responsible department head, and the Mayor's Office of
Human Rights was charged with
enforcement.
The mayor has acknowledged that
the order was a largely symbolic one,

and not simply because there had never
been anti-gay discrimination reported
from any of the 22,000 city (including
Suffolk County) employees. As Rep.
Barney Frank quite correctly noted at
the time, public employees are already
amply protected by both Civil Service
laws and union regulations. (Frank has
said that getting rid of a public
employee is like "trying to de-frock a
cardinal.")
But the White order was good
because it showed the people of Boston
- and the nation - that the city does
give a damn about gay people. Gay
people don't have very much to call
their own. In Boston, gays are largely
rent-payers. With rare exception, their
bars are straight-owned, even if gayrun. What attention is paid to gays by
the city is usually in the form of harassment: Project Lambda had its funding
swept away, Gay Health Night was
threatened with extinction, and about
100 ni.en have been ar,rested by police
on "The Block" in the last five

Mayor Kevin White

months.
But Kevin White would now see that
even this scintilla of prestige, this pittance of pride be abolished. In the
name of fiscal austerity, the mayor has
proposed the elimination of at least ten
city agencies under his 1978 budget,
including - you guessed · it:t - the
Mayor's Office of Human Rignts.
hardly in WertSwept away muller's style - along with Little City
. Halls, Summerthing, and the Youth
Activities Commission, to name a few,
the Human Rights Office was the only
agency in the city that gay people could
attending meetings held by Florida
BOSTON - Contributions to the
legitimately turn to for assistance. It is
support groups in all these cities, colfight to defend Florida's gaydghts law
a damnable suggestion, and it hardly
lecting endorsements and funds for the
against Anita Bryant and "Save Our
takes political x-ray vision to see what
Florida defense.
Children, Inc.'' continue to keep
the mayor has up his sleeve in proposAt a BAHR steering committee
coming in to the office of the Boston
ing it. Clearly, he is hoping that the
meeting last Thursday night, a
Advocates for Human Rights (BAHR).
massive public outcry against these
statement was adapted criticizing the
BAHR representatives at the New
budget cuts will pressure the Legislaabolition of the Office of Human
England Gay Conference were able to
ture into accepting some of lJ,is 1977 tax
Rights in Boston due to budget
sign up dozens of volunteers and made
program to provide new - and needed
considerations. The group made the
cqntacts in Provincetown, Providence,
- revenue for the city.
analogy to the Florida situation, where
Salem and other towns in New EngBut the ends are not justified by the
the gay rights law may be- repealed
land. Contributions of $50 or more
means. The mayor is gambling with the
because the county says it would ·cost
were given by a number of individuals
welfare of the entire city with this ploy.
too much to hold the presently
and organizations, and a check for
It is but the latest in a series of desscheduled June 7 referendum. The , picable acts by the mayor that began
$100 was received from the Regency
abolition of the Office of Human
Health Center. Dignity of Boston sent
when he escorted Bob diGrazia out of
Rights "takes the teeth out of recent
a $200 check directly to the Dade
the police commissioner's office· in
anti-discrimination executive orders
County Coaltion for the Humanistic
· October. One can only wonder how the
regarding hiring and job protection on
Rights of Gays in Miami.
mayor will ask for gay votes in 1979.
the basis of sexual orientation," the
BAHR Fundraiser Bill Byard and his
Another type of commemoration is
statement said.
committee are planning a number of
that of "The First 100 Days'' of a new
In other action, the committee noted
fundraising events over the next two
President's term, a concept popularthat people have been so enthusiastic
months, which began with last week's
about the Florida defense campaign
opening of the office ,at 73 Tremont
that they have gone out on their own
Street. Over three hundred invitations
and tried to negotiate fundraising
BURLINGTON, VT - Following
have been sent to groups and individuon the success of its "On Becoming"_
benefits or endorsements from groups
als in the gay, women's, civil rights and
weekend of 1976, the Gay Student
without consulting the BAHR office.
religious movements, as well as to civil
Union at the University of Vermont is
Because of - confusioQ. arising from
rights suppo_rters that BAHR hopes to
presenting a weekend of speakers and ·
that, BAHR representatives will have
get involved in their efforts. Over the
workshops on April 22-24. Entitled
letters of introduction from the BAHR
next few weeks, plans will be formu"Green Mountain Gay Weekend," it
steering committee if they are going to
lated for benefits at various bars, a
will encompass· a wide range of activibe talking to any business or group.
rally on May 20, and perhaps events at
ties to increase its participants' awareThe next BAHR steering committee
the Aquarium or the Back Bay Railness of the problems that gays in
meeting will be held the week of April
road Station.
Vermont and our society face, as well
17. The meetings are open to all, arid
BAHR member Peter Maroon is
as possible solutions to them. In addione can get exact dates and times by
working on plans for an East Coast
tion, the G.S.U. we~kend will also
calling the BAHR office at 742-4811 or
speaking tour covering Boston, Hartserve as an occasion to celebrate the
by dropping by at 73 Tremont Street,
ford, New York, New Jersey, Philaaccomplishments and creativity of gay
Room 224. Donations to the cause can
Washington,
Baltimore,
delphia,
people in the Vermont area.
be sent to BAHR, Box 2232, Boston,
Greenville and Chapel Hill, ·N.C.,
Rita Mae Brown, author of RubyMA02107.
Atlanta, Jacksonville, and finally
fruit Jungle and In Her Day, will keyMiami. The speaker or team_would be
note the conference along with Bruce
in concen
Voeller, co-director of the National
Gay Task Force. Both speakers will
make their keynote addresses in Carpenter Auditorium, Given -Medical
for the benefit of
Building on Friday, April 23, at 8:30
p.m. Admission will be free for
students and a charge of $1 will 'be
made for non-students. In addition to
their keynote addresses, Brown and

BAHR Beefs.Up$ Drive

ized by Fianklih~''D:., "Roosevelt. It is
worth looking at Jimmy Carter's first
100 days in office with a gay perspective:
• Margaret Costanza, veteran gay
rights supporter from Rochester (NY), ,
and Marilyn Haft, co-author of The
Rights of Gay People and former
ACLU lawyer, have been named to the
White House staff.
• Gay discharges from the military
are likely to be included in the Presi. dent's revised pardop. plan.
• The State Department has lifted its
restrictions against the employment of
known gay people.
• Jean O'Leary, co-executive director of the National Gay Task Force
and former leader of New York's
Lesbian Feminist Liberation, was
appointed to the National Commission
on the Observance of International
·. Women's Year.
• There have. been several meetings
between gay people and the White
House staff to discuss ways to make .
certain federal agencies more responsive to gay concerns.
That is surely an impressive compilation of achievements, and while admittedly it's "no cause for cheering,"
there can be no doubt that it is a cause
for optimism. It certainly should go a
long way to convince the editors of the
Gay Lutheran, which endorsed Gerald
Ford last year, and The Advocate,
which did a gushy feature on Republicans and then endorsed nobody (same
as endorsing Ford), that gay people can
rightly expect a lot' more good from the
Carter Administration than any other.
Having voted Democ(atic last year
somewhat hesitantly, I am more than a
little relieved over the direction which
the new administration is taking. While
the President's admonitions about
." living in sin" are enough to nauseate
even the most proper Bostonians,
here's betting that.should it ever come
to a real showdown between Jimmy
and The Sinners, Jimmy will give in.
It's because politicians need to be
watched closely that we will always
have to look at Kevin White "one year
later," and Jimmy Carter's "First 100
Days."

Green Mountain Gays Plan Weekend

JADE and SARSAPARILLA

The Ma. Feminist Federal Credit Union

FRIDAY, MAY 13, 8pm
At: Saunders Theatre
Harvard University

Tickets Available At:
Feminist Credit Union
186 ½ Hampshire St:
Cambridge, Ma. 661-0450
Donation of $4 .in advance or $4.50 at door'

Save this Ad for 10% Courtesy Discounr
Jor repairs only

LESTER'S T.V.
TV-Radio-Phonos-Hifi-Color
Expert Repair & T. V.s & Steroo -

at
lowest prices ANYWHERE! We also buy
and sell used T. V .s. Outside antenna
installation a specialty. Mass. Tech.
Lie. 981.
Old fashioned service at an honest price!

Free Pickup and Delivery

Open Sat.

15 REVERE ST., BEACON ·111u, BOSTON .
Tel. 523-2187

Voeller_will be leading workshops on ·
the. following day.
On both Saturday and Sunday there
will be workshops and presentations on
a variety of gay-related issues and
activities held in Billings Student
Center, starting at 10:00 a.m. on both
days. Examples of topics to be covered
are: "Gays and Mental Health,"
"Gays and Religion," "Parents of
Disease,"
"Venereal
Gays,"
"Women's Self-Help," and "Poetry."
In addition, Lawrence J. Quirk, a New
York film critic and author, and leader
of the West Side Discussion Group,
will present a special workshop on
"Gays and Film." A special dance
class and demonstration · will also be
given by Nancy Watkins, a Burlington
dance instructor, and a disco dance is
planned for Saturday evening.
All those interested in further
information about the weekend or
registration should contact the Gay
Student Union, Billings Center, University of Vermont, Burlington, VT
05401, or call (802) 656-4173 between
7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
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REPAIR WORK

TISDELL'S
LEAlHER SHOP
103 Charles St.

Custom Made Sandals
i Week Delivery
5 Year Guarantee
Leather Accessories
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BACK BAY FENS RESTORATION

R.I. Man Slain In Grisly Murder
WARWICK, RI - Two Providence
men have been arrested in connection
with the murder of a 56-year-old gay
man here on April 9. Douglas C.
Massey was discovered beaten and
stabbed more than 20 times with a
meat fork at his Warwick home on that
date.
Massey's body was found sprawled ·
in a corner of his one-room shoreline
cottage on Harris A venue .by a

,,,..

THE NEW REPUBLIC

~

"It. seems as though there is no con-

necting principle, however strained and
unlikely, around which people are not
willing to organize themselves. For example, the other day I met a charming
woman· who was very excited because
she had just spent three hours at the
White House. She was one of 10 people
who had been invited to talk about gay
rights with Midge Costanza, a presi-

neighborhood child at 9:45 a.m. The
police believe that the death occurred
late Friday evening.
Robert A. Petice, 22, of Providence,
was arrested on Sunday, April 10, by
Providence police and was ret_urned for
arraignment · in Warwick District
Court. A second suspect was
apprehended but GCN was unable to .
learn his name before we went to press.
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L
dential assistant whose job is to
provide access to the White House for
people with complaints who have taken
the trouble to organize themselves into
a group. (And who has not?) This
woman was not herself gay; she was
there as representative of a national
organization of parents of homosexuals. I thought that was a pretty good
granfalloon until I opened the Times
the next day and discovered a list of
several organizations - in the New
York area alone - of women who
have given birth by Caesarean section.
Perhaps someone should start a group
of parents of homosexuals born by
Caesarean , section. - from · MEK's
"Washington Diarist" which appeared
in The New Republic, April 9, 1977.
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discrimination in employment, housing, mort,gages, bonding, credit, public accommodations and union membership on the basis of sexual o_rientation illegal.

H~3676
Discrimination in Civil Service
More limited than H.3677, this bill would make discrim(nation

in
state civil service employment on the basis of sexual orientation
illegal.

H.3,751 Consenting Adults Bill This bill would stipulate

that a person could not be found guilty of
violating Massachusetts' 17th century anti-sex laws unless the act
was committed in public and/or by force.

What YOU Can Do:

Write, Call & Visit
The most realistic way for most people to affect the vote of their
legislators is to write them a personal letter. As many as six letters
on any one issue is considered a landslide by most state legislators,
so your letter does count.
Of critical importance is that people from all parts of the state
write to their legislators and that the writers are informed on the
· issue.
To find out who your state legislators are: Each voter has one
State Representative and one State Senator. To find out their
names, first call your city or town clerk or elections commission and
ask for the ward and precinct number for the address at which you
are registered to vote (or if not yet registered in Massachusetts, at
which you live). They may also be able to tell you who your legislators are. If not, call the Voter Information Phone '(1-800-882-1649) toll
free; _in the Boston area call 357-5880 from 9 a.m.-3 p.m., or the
House Clerk (617-727-2356) from 9 a.m.~5 p.m.
What to say: Refer to the bills by number plus short title and
ask for a vote in favor and a reply to your letter. State your feelings
honestly but don't get defensive or offensive. Be brief and concise.
Many non-gay people are supporting this legislation, so your letter

~
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THE FENW A Y GETS A FACE-LIFT: The above map shows the reconstruction
of the Boston Back Bay Fens planned for this summer: The Boston Public Facilities Department plans to spend $150,000 on the landscape and clearance project in
the Northeast Fens, the first phase of a multi-million dollar "master plan" for the
entire area. Among the planned addition to the gay male cruising area will be lights
and pavement; on the debit side is a proposed loss of much of the reeds. Contracts
are expected to be let for bid, and work to begin about the first of June.

of support will not identify your sexual orientation. Letters needn't
be "professional," in fact, plain, honest letters are the best.
Address your . letter to: The Hon. _ _ _ , State Hou·se,
Boston, Ma. 02133. Begin the letter "Dear Senator _ _ _ " or
"Dear Representative _ _ _ "
, Get others to-write. Most people will find this a simple yet
effective way to show their support, whether they are gay or straight.
A visit to your legislator is the ultimate in effectiveness. It is
best to make an appointment. Those from outside the Boston area
usually have an office in their districts. To reach your State Senator
call (617) 727-2455; State Representative call (617) 727-2424.

MONEY, VOLUNTEE-RS

The lobbying effort is expensive and we need money to support it. If
you can contribute please make checks payable to "LEGISLATION"
and forward to Legislation, P.O. Box 8841, J.F.K. Station, Boston,
Ma. 02114. We also need votunteers.
If you are a member of a Gay Group pass this info. along to the
group. And to as many people as possible.

Important People to contact:
Do you k~ow anyone in
the following towns?
If you know_ anyone in the following towns with the following
Senators please contact them and have them contact their senator.

Senator Boverini-Lynn, Lynfield, Marblehead, Nahant, Swampscott.
Senator Bulaer-Allston-Br ight~n, Back Bay, Beacon Hill, Bay Village,
South Boston, SouthEnd.

Senator Lewis-Jamaica Plain, West Roxbury, Dedham, and Westwood.
Senator Saltonstall-Andover, Boxford, Danvers, Essex, Georgetown, Gloucester, Ipswich, Manchester, Newbury, Rockport, Rowley, Topsfield,
North Reading, Reading, Hamilton, and Wenham.

Senator Wetmore-Athol,

Barre, Brookfi~ld, Charlton, East Brookfield, Hardwick, New Braintree, North Brookfield, Petersham, Phillipston, Royalston,
Spencer, Sturbridge, Templeton, Warren, West Brookfield, Winchendon. Franklin
County: New Salem, Orange. Hampden County: Brimfield, East Longmeadow,
Hampden, Holland, Monson, Palmer, Wales, Wilbraham. Hampshire County:
Belchertown, Ware. ·

LEGISLATION COM·M ITTEE PHONES:
Office: 742-4811
Rep. Noble's Aides: 727-2584

Office Address: Room 224, 73 Tremont St., Boston, Ma. 02108 rn77
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IN M,AS.SACHUSETTS NEEDS SUPPORT
H.3677 General Discrimination
This bill would make
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H .a ppy Endings

By Unsigned
During the summer one of my
I thought I'd share how I told my · friends wrote and told me that there
parents with the readers.
was going to be a Lavend r Jane
I came out in 1973 at college. I
concert in Boston. I wanted to go but I
bought a book Our Bodies Ourselves
was afraid to go alone. Finally, I told
and read the chapter called '' In
my best friend that I was gay and asked
Arrierika They Call Us Dykes." I felt
her to go with ·me. At first she hesithat they were writing about me. I
tated, but then she said yes. My father
wrote to an organization in that
drove us to the church where the
chapter asking if there were any gay . concert was being held. He didn't
organizations in my college town. I felt
know what kind of concert we were
as if i were the only gay person. ,
going to. We were late and had to
I was living in a hous,e with seven
stand up against the wall, but I thought
other girls, all straight. It was hara to
it was wonderful because I had never
keep my gayness to myself because I
seen so many lesbians. Later that
was getting attached to one of my
summer my best friend came out, with
roommates. The group wrote back and
my help.
gave me the name of two lesbians in my
1 told my father what kind of concert
area. I wrote to them and went to meet
it was and that I was gay, but nothing
them. It was strange beca\}se I didn't
bothers him. I was really happy that he •,
know what to say. Probably they felt
took it so calmly.
strange, too.
Then I met my lover. I grew attached
One woman was working at the
to a straight woman that was on the
Women's Center and the other was a
softball team with me that summer.
student at my school. We went around
We started spending a lot of time
together for a while, but when the
together and one night we stayed up all
winter came, _o ur friendship faded out. .
night at her apartment talking. I told
One moved away and the other still
her that I was gay and she said, "Yes,
kept in touch with me, but all we had in
so."
common was our lesbianism. She was
Eventually, the girl with the apartmore of an activist and I am quiet and
ment told me that she had feelings for
shy. But we got along until summer
me, too. We both never experienced
came and school was over for the year. .,
lesbian sex. She was straight as far as
she knew until she met me. Needless to
OFF THE SQUARE GALLERY
say I spent the rest of the summer with
presents
. her, only going home for supper. After
1

.,_
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MOMODOU CEESAY
Contemporary African Artist
from the Gambia
-also-

; Jroditional Sculpture from West Africa
Aprll 15 thru May 7
52 Boylston St., Cambridge
868-0596
Gallery Hours Tues. thru Sat. 11-5

work, she would come to my house and
cational to all three of us.
have supper and then we'd go to her
About a month later I said to my
house and spend the rest of the night at
family, "Let's have a family discusher apartment. My mother was sick of
sion." My father and lover knew
taking phone messages for me so we
immediately what. I wanted to say. I
had to cut down seeing each other from
said, "Ma, remember that program a
seven to five nights a week. But somefew weeks ago about" those two
times I would sleep there and sneak
women. Well, my lover and I are gay.''
back in the house before my mother
She looked at me and started to cry.
got up for work. My mother started
I told her that it wasn't her fault; she
asking me where I had been and I told
didn't go wrong. I was happy and
her I had a friend. The summer passed
content this way, I told her. We went
pleasantly and then I went back to
into the kitchen, both of us still crying.
college.
She asked me, "Why didn't you tell me
· Then all the trouble started. I got
before?'' I told her that I wanted to, ·
mono and strep throat and I spent
but my lover and father said not to.
most of the fall in the hospital. My
That night she said she was going to
lover took care of me and when I was
move out. I told her that we would
recuperating she came to stay at iny
move out. She said, "It's your house."
house several times. Finally my mother
I said, "It's your house, too. We'll
asked her to move in with us. I thought
move out."
it was great, at first. But every time
She didn't move out and after a few
someone came in the room, my lover
days she got used to seeing us holding
and I had to jump apart. We just
hands and sitting close together. Now
couldn't be as free as we would have
she is great about it. I have my gay ·
liked.
friends over and they call her Ma and
I wanted to tell my mother at
my father Dad .. Ma makes cakes and
Christmas of 1975. My father and
cupcakes for them. They get along
lover told me to wait until after the
great and we can talk openly in front of
holidays. l waited and waited. In April
my mother as if she were one of us.
I still hadn't told my mother and there
The fumw thing is that my 19-yearwas a TV special on lesbians one
old brother is gay, too, but they don't
night. My mother came into the room · know it yet.
and started to watch it. She made a
My . lover has been with us for two
face and I asked her what was wrong.
years. My advice to you is to come out
She said, "Nothing." I said, "I don't
and tell your parents. If they really love
see anything wro_tlg with it." Then she
you, it won't matter if you're gay.
said, ''I know two girls who live
You'l1 all feel better in the end.
together." The program was very edu-

Florida Defeat
May Doom National ERA .
,
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
The
Florida State Senate dealt the Equal
Rights Amendment a severe setback
last week as it defeated the Equal
Rights Amendment by a 21-19 vote . .
Proponents of the ERA now fear that

Once again

unless there is a major change in the
large role in the emotional debate in
make-up of Southern legislatures in the
the Florida legislature. Senator Alan
1978 elections,' the ERA will be
Trask, a strong opponent of the ERA,
doomed.
read Bible verses from Leviticus during
'' All the action now goes to the '78 . the debate. The verses assert that
. election," said Sheila Greenwald, exechomosexuality is a sin. "We must
utive director of ERA America. Greennever pass a law that is contrary to the
wald said that Southern state elections
teachings of God,'' said the senator.
would become the group's next target,
. Last minute telephone calls from the
as none of the Southern states are
White House proved of little avail in
among the 35 that have already ratified
salvaging the ERA in Florida. "I'm
the amendment. Three more states
distressed; it's horrible," said Mark A.
must approve the ERA by March 1979
Siegal, an aide to President Carter.
to make it the 27th Amendment to th~
"We should not have lost North CaroUnited States Constitution.
lina OJ Florida. But I'm still optimistic
The issue of homosexuality played a
that we will pass the ERA."

<iJ_gc
wants to thank its patrons
for making us·
the 'most popular cruise bar
in Boston. ·
and making its manager,
Jack Rubin,
the Year"
"Man of
'
Mary Faith at the Piano
Every Sunday 3:30 to 8:30
Sat. & Sun. Cocktail Prices until 8 p.m.
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"O you whom I often and silently come where you are that I may
be with you,
As I walk by your side or sit near, or remain in the same room
with you,
_
Little you know the subtle electric fire that for your sake
· is playing within me."

Don Hanover and T]
"Passing stranger! you do not know ho
You must be he I was seeking ... "

Don C. Hanover's collection of photographs
Gallery at 259 Newbury St. is an experience
Mr. Hanover's photos have appeared freque
well as in other publications, and we're pl
from his current exhibition.

"As Adam early in the morning,
Walking ·forth from the bower ~efresh'd with sleep,
Behold me where I pass, hear my voice, approach,
Touch me, touch the palm of your hand to my body as I pass,
Be not afraid of my body." .

Suzanne Fox's Silent Stories
By.Arlene Silva
Marceau. "The Master and the
Puppet" is one such piece. It depicts a
In this loud, panicked society many
moment in the monotonous life of a
prefer to have music and other random
marionette forced into repetitious
sounds sift into their lives to provide a
routine by her master and the strings
mood or more often a distraction. We
that
bind her to him. Discovering the
forget that silence also provides an enof her bondage she cuts away
source
vironment: one of attentiveness and
and enjoys a brief period of freedom
magic. Coupled with space, stillness
can dominate energy and present · before returning, disheartened, to her
inescapable dependence on the puppet ·
themes that lend themselves to our
master.
more subtle sensibilities - this is
mime. Through it we can watch bits of
our emotional metamorphisis and
delight in the miracle of human movement. Humanness is its basic element.
Point zero: quiet, a form, and from
mime emits the infinite possibilities
that build movement on movement to
create the succession called life. It demands returning to the self, to innocence and a portrayal of situations as if
all the particulars were completely unknown to the viewer. There are no
props but the muscular versatility of
the human form. Mime is the one art
that truly proves we can be all things.
St:.zanne Fox attempted this in her
"First Impressions" at the Boston
College of Art, performed March 28th.
In conjunction with the "We Tickle
The Earth's Belly" mime troupe Ms.
· Fox presented a series of original
works. Having been married and
divorced, Suzanne throbs with attiThe journey from birth to old age is
tudes of strength, liberation and another classic theme. Ms. Fox variates
equality. She believes the power rela- on this with the assistance of Shannon
tionship needs to be evened out and Sullivan,
actress-turned-mime.
In
seeks to supply alternatives. Assisted ."Friends" Suzanne and Shannon
by only women, she keeps to her ideas portray two women and the chronoof a much-needed freedom and partial, logical evolution of their lifelong
if not total, alienation from the male- relationship. Shannon Sullivan, as codominated world of mime.
mime, displays extraordinary promise
A good part of her repertoire clearly and ability. Her technique is crisp and
showed that she shared a taste for the defined. You are not in doubt as to
classic with her former teacher, Marcel what she's doing for one moment. She
Page 10 • GCN, April 23, 1977

outdoes herself at the end of the piece,
portraying an aging woman in a
wheelchair reminiscing with her old
friend. Her fac~ mirrors good times
past. Ms. Sullivan created the wheelchair prop so believably the audience
broke through with laughter and
applause.
One disturbing factor was that disillusionment and suicide seemed to be
constants in the performance. Out of
13 skits, 8 ended this way. The -points
were well taken but I wanted to see her
develop the · idea of promise and
success as she did in "The Audition"
and "Leaving the Nest."
"Cry of the Wolves" was the one
work in which disillusionment was very
apropos to its theme of rape. Not a
classic
theme,
it
unfortunately
attempted to cover too much political/
cultural material: the woman as a
victim of rape and the subsequent
humi.Iiation --and rejection. Her lover
scorns her, the courts prosecute in
favor of the criminal. The effort to
relate such a vast and complex theme
clearly requires a clear-cut break
between each of the characters involved. In mime w·hen one person
portrays many, the movement and attitudes of each character need to be
precise so the audience doesn't get confused or lost. As in some of the other
pieces there were moments when the
illusion was temporarily broken by the
lack of definition and poor technique.
Luckily Suzanne Fox's enthusiasm and
energy overshadowed these failings.
She continued, as any experienced
performer would have, with the overall
picture, though elements in it might
have been weak : I was pleased to have
the issue of rape incorporated into
mime. It is a valid one, but a tighter

choreography would have done greater
justice to such a complex plot.
My first impressions were that
Suzanne Fox is eager and devoted to
her craft, that she wants desperately to
get her points across. This same desperate enthusiasm can sometimes get in
the way of a strong presentation. It
hurries the body in an art where each
movement needs to be painstakingly
isolated for adequate clarity. At times
the power of certain pieces is dissipated
by a vague technique, though Ms. Fox
ultimately always made up for herself.
It's obvious that she's a voracious
worker who'll let nothing stand in her
way, that she wants the recognition she
deserves. Her development of the
feminist issue leans heavily on heterosexuality. To my disappointment there
was no mime that was solely devoted to
love between women. Even in the
"Closet," which I must admit I
couldn't follow, the two women

striving to
wind up h
fact they m
I realize
critical and
also ackno
show with

to see won
androgeno
and beco
merits. Th
should not
the contra
expect from
Moveme
force that
become. It
congratulat
courage to
<;:lairn her p
close to all
it would be
see this stru

nd The Body Electric

" ... I am silent, and go bathe and admire myself.
Welcome is every organ and attribute of me, and of any man
hearty and clean,
·
Not an inch nor a particle of an inch is vile, and none shall be
less familiar than the rest."
·

)t know how longingly I look upon you,
"
~ ...
'

1otographs of the nude and nearly nude at BOS
experienced exploration of "the body electric."
tred frequently in the Gay Community News, as
:1 we're pleased to present a random selection

"Publish my name and hang up my picture as
that of the tenderest lover ... "
The poetic commentary is courtesy of Mr. Walt Whitman

ARMATRADING:
"SIT BACK' AND SEE".
'

striving to come together eventually
wind up having to bitterly accept the
fact they must go their own way.
I realize that I have been wholly
critical and selfish with my praise. I
also acknqwledge walking into the
show with high expectations of this
woman mime. As a closet mime I want
to see women osmose into mime as androgenously as the art form -itself
and become recognized for their
merits. This isn't to say that they
should not present women's issues, on
the contrary, but that like mime, I
expect from them all things.
Movemen't is life energy, an abstract
force that draws us all to be and
become. It has no sex, no limitations. I
congratulate Suzanne Fox for the
courage to plunge into the struggle, to
~laim her place and to present issues so
close to all of us. Without such artists
it would be a long way back to zero. I
see this struggle as the only way ahead.

By Steve Blevins_ ,
Seeing Joan Armatradfng at the Orpheum after sitting through two pointless sets by "white rock" bands, was
an experience well worth the amplified
egocentricity that preceded it. Her performance was a sterling validation of
the work she's recorded so far. Ms.
Armatrading's third album provided
her with the hit single "Love and Affection," which, with its unique phrasing and intelligent production, opened
many ears to what this talented woman
offers. From her opener at the Orpheum, "Join the Boys" to her encore,
"Back to the Night," she proved herself to be an artist of astonishing
capabilities.
·
With her upfront attitude and flash- ing eyes, Ms. Armatrading demonstrated how important a performer's
stage presence is to the _quality of a
concert. When she per.formed with her
band - a sensitive, tightly co-ordinated group of male musicians - it was
as if she were conducting them with her
unpredictably flexible voice and

crafted guitar work. When she sent the
band off-stage to perform two solo
numbers, the vast interior of the Orpheum took on the atmosphere of a
living room, and resonated with the
deep, full chords of her piano. Herrendition of "Dry Land" from her first
album, Back to the Night, was a poetic
fusion of music and lyrics that
achieved an intimate tone too often
sacrificed to confessionalism by other
singers. The two solos were definitive
examples of Ms. Armatrading's serious
commttment to the creation of music,
and an exhilarating reminder of how
good musicians can arouse one's
emotions. Her music is a mush~. of
communication and rapport. Her
refreshing lack of pretension allowed
her to stop a song she felt began badly,
and begin it again. Let's see Dylan do
that. Though her voice beats a distant
resemblance to Odetta's and Nina
Simone's, don't let the media fool you
into believing she's the "black Joni
Mitchell" or the "female Van
Morrison" - she defies such comparisons.

For gay people she represents a particularly pleasant alternative to dogmatically hterosexual pop music. Her
songs deal with self-sufficiency, and
her struggles as a black woman. It's to
her credit that she's avoided the liberal
labels suggested by articles in Ms, and
Rolling Stone. In the song "Give It a
Try" on her second album Whatever's
For Us (co-written by Pam Nestor) she
says: "Brothers I have tried and cried/
Tried it your way/ Now -I'll do it my
way." In the title cut she sings: "Do
what you will / Say what you must /
Cause whatever's for us, for us."
These attitudes characterize the distinctive personality th~t's at the heart of
her work. From the beautiful "Somebody Loves You" to the angry "Tall in
the Saddle" on Joan Armatrading, to
her solo guitar-and-vocal pieces on
Whatever's For Us, she sing$ and plays
with -soul-felt expertise. Surprise yourself with any of her three excellent recordings, and as she says in "City
Girl": "Don't take my word/ Just sit
back and you'll see ... "
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Israel's Gays: No Promised Land

(Ed. 's Note: During the period from
I 970 to I 972, I lived in Jerusalem. At
· that time, I was trying my best to be
/'straight,' an attempt which brought
me little success and much unhappiness. It wasn't too surprising. In Israeli
society, at least during that time, there
was no credible alternative. It took me
almost two years to meet an Israeli gay
male; an Israeli woman with whom I
· was close friends took about a year to
'come out' to me as a 'bisexual. ' One
thing that stands out in my mind and
seems to symbolize Israeli attitudes
towards the family and towards gay
people for me was the number of pregnant women on the streets. It is true
that Israeli women work and function
socially right up through the last
month of pregnancy, which might
account for much of my perception.
But it really did seem as if every
woman had just had a baby or was
about to have one. The society's
emphasis was on marriage and
reproduction - there was not much
room for any other way of living.

By Asher Ma'ayan
The situation of gay people in Israel
stands somewhere between precarious
and promising. The gay movement is
barely over a year old and is slowly
starting to build its foundations, while
the societal and governmental attitudes
are just beginning to change. 1
Firstly, where do we stand before we
start working on our own behalf?
- Homosexuality in Israel is illegal and
punishable by a prison sentence of up
to ten years, thanks to a British law
which we inherited during our
Mandate period. The ironic thing is
that the law in Britain was liberalized
considerably in the Sixties, after the
Wolfenden report was released. It is to
the government's credit that the stated
policy of the Attorney General and
Minister of Police is that the law will
not be enforced in cases of consenting
adults in private. This is in lieu of a

Everyone rushed off as soon as they
could to get married.
The Israeli gay man whom I became
friendly with, I met in a fashion that
was indicative of the prevailing social
attitudes. I was taking a bus from Tel
Aviv to Jerusalem when my hand quite
accidentally rubbed against his. He
didn't move his hand so I didn't move
mine. We didn't look at each other or
speak all the rest of the trip to Jerusalem - only when we got off the bus
did we converse. Most of my friend's
gay friends had all left the country; he
wanted to come to the United States
and study. I don't know if he ever did
or if he survived the Yom Kippur War.
I lost touch with him after a time. But
Israeli society was and presumably still
is a society in which there is little room
for attitudes and life-styles that deviate
significantly from the norm. Gayness
was no exception.
The following article, written by an
Israeli gay liberationist, I think
captures accurately the situation of gay
people within Israeli society - NM.)

much needed law decriminalizing
homosexuality, which has little chance
of being passed by the Knesset (Parliament). This is due to the harsh realities
of coalition politics and to the presence
of the religious bloc of parties in the
ruling coalition.
The other major problem facing
Israeli gays today is the small-town and
"one big family" nature of Israeli
society. This fact causes much pain and
worry for the majority of Israeli gays,
and in fact, all Israelis who differ from
societal norms in any way. There is a
great deal of family pressure to marry.
Neighbors, work colleagues and army
buddies can be brutally frank and
persistent in their comments. Also, this
situation means :that there is no place
where an Israeli homosexual can
escape and find anonymity. Gay
people in other societies can always flee
to the big city, but their Israeli coun-

terparts have no such opportunity
within Israel. Even if a person moves
to a city· away from home, he or she
will still be very near relatives, friends
and people from the old "straight"
• life.
This problem is compounded by the
fact that there is practically no rental
housing in Israel. Single people
generally live with their parents until
they get married. They then buy a
home with their new spouse. It is a
frequent problem to find two people,
neither of them having a place to which
to invite the other. Another problem
which causes grief for gay men is that
each man serves about sixty days a year
in the reserves, until age 59. These sixty
days (occasionally more) are spent with
the same men each year from age 21,
and this situation causes Israeli gay
men to feel that no matter where they
are, someone from their unit might
recognize them and spread the word.
That is more pressure to not be identified as a gay.
What about the army? Well, luckily
for us, shortages of ma'n power have
caused the army to accept gay people
- both men and women - more or
less as equals. Until the Yorn Kippur
War of 1973, the army automatically
rejected anyone who declared that he
or she was gay. Since then, there are
generally three options. To serve
normally is possible, especially if the
gay person has a skill which is needed.
In this case the army usually ignores
the fact of gayness (not writing it on
your files), and you serve like anybody
else. The second option is to serve,
while letting you sleep at home every
night. The third option, of course, is
the rejection of the gay person. This is
generally only done at the insistence of
the person him or herself. If someone
does serve in a limited capacity, he or
she will of course not be accepted for a
continuation of service after the
compulsory three years (two years for
women) and will not be allowed to
enter an officers' course or be given a
job-which requires a security clearance.
As in many other countries, we have

a hooligan element here in Israel who
are not what could be called "progay. '' These types like to come to gay
meeting places to harass and beat up
homosexuals. This is especially true
after there has been an article in the
newspaper, or a program on TV.
Another unfortunate aspect is that, i_n
many cases, these kinds of people
usually make up the lowest ranks in the
police force. For this reason, it really
doesn't matter what the policy of the
police is as stated by their spokesperson. There are not infrequent
instances of policemen actually roughing up gays,at the worst,and generally
not being helpful to us.
Where do homosexuals meet in
Israel? At least for gay men the most
common meeting places are public
parks in the large cities. There, one can
keep that.certain anonymity which is so
important for the average Israeli · gay
person. What happens if a group of
young toughs appears and starts to
molest a single gay? Even if there are
close to a hundred gay men in the park
who hear the screams, they will
disappear like rabhits. These people
are not inherently cowards, and in wartime they fight quite bravely. They are
just afraid that if they get involved, it
will somehow affect their lives in a
,negative manner.
.
· Other popular meeting places for
men are public bath houses, beaches
and similar outdoor locales. Aside
from this, the new gay liberation
organization provides chances to meet
through its activities. There seems to be
a very well developed network of
groups of private friends in the cities.
This is important to those who are involved, but doesn't help the young
soldier, student or kibbutznik who
thinks he or she is the only gay
person in existence and has no one to
discuss it with. Until the activities of
the new gay organization started,
people like this had no hope until they
discovered one of the public parks, and
started meeting other gays.
The situation for women has been
even worse. Lesbians, until the forma-
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tion of the gay group, had no place to
meet each other, and there was no
organized life for them outside of the
small circles of friends which existed.
Until last year, it was almost impossible for a gay woman to even locate her
sisters in Israel.
·
· After several changes of name, the
new gay liberation · organization has
taken the name the Society for the
Protection of Personal Rights (SPPR).
At present, there are over 200
members, and another two hundred on
its mailing list. The membership is
composed of straight and gay men and
women. The objectives of the SPPR
are manifold, which is natural considering that it is Israel's only gay
group.
Perhaps
the
most
important
function the group has· is to-serve as a
known address for those young and
not-so-young gay people who have just
discovered their homosexuality. Each
w_eek, the SPPR publishes classified
adve1tisements in the major newspapers, just announcing its existence.
The response is wonderful. I wish that
each reader could see the file of letters
. like, "I've been gay since I was sixteen,
but living on a kibbutz, I thought I was
alone in the world."
Another important function that the
SPPR plays is to educate the wider
Israeli society to the phenomenon of
homosexuality. This is done by means
of a media campaign, which has been
rather successful. There was · even a
three-hour television program on the
subject of homosexuality, which really
brought the issue into public focus for
the first time in Israel. One of the
ironies of this program was that it was
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impossible to find an Israeli-born gay
who was willing to appear before the
· cameras. After a difficult search, four
men and women were found who
would appear and speak, but only with
their faces silhouetted. Those who
appeared openly acknowledging their
homosexuality were new immigrants to
Israel. There was also a spate of
articles in the Hebrew press on the
subject, and the SPPR arranged speakers at some of the local universities.
Although it seems like a losing
battle, the SPPR has started organizing
the campaign to repeal the present law
_regarding homosexuality. One or two
individual Knesset members are
actively helping us, but n9 one is very
optimistic. The organization is itself
completely non-political, unlike some
gay organizations in other countries. It
simply .cannot afford to alienate one
potential member due to a stand taken
on an issue which is of secondary importance to the gay movement.
The new gay group provides all
kinds of counseling for its members
and, in fact, for any gay in trouble.
This includes help with contacts with
the police and army. Many people
come to the group for referrals to
psychologists or psychiatrists. A campaign is also being waged to educate
Israel's gay community as to medical
problems which are endemic; how to
recognize them and how to get proper
treatment. There have even been
instances where the group has been
contacted by social workers who are
trying to get help for their gay clients
in prisons and other institutions. _
Another service that the SPPR
provides is social. There is a disco
dance once a week as well as a quiet
get-together. The women have two
weekly social events. There are also
weekly
consciousness-ra1smg -and
political action group meetings. Once a
month, there is a one-day outing to one
of the many sites of interest in Israel.
There is also a monthly newsletter in
Hebrew, which we are still hoping to
see monthly, and an English newsletter
which comes out even more . sporadically.
Those wishing to get in touch with
the SPPR from abroad should do so at
P .O. Box 16151, Tel-~viv. Anyone
who is coming to Israel and would like
to get some information should write
to "ISRAEL HOSPITALITY" at the
s.ame post office box. The first steps·
have been made, but much remains to
be done.
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A Bigger Splash
by ~ack_Hazan. With David Hockney,
Ceha Butwell and Peter Schlesinger.
Back Bay Screening Room. Open April 13.
By David Holland
Jack Hazan's film on artist David
·Hockney, billed as a documentary or · .
''portrait of the artist,'' is at once more
and less than its sub-title. On the
surface "A Bigger Splash" appears te
be little more than a chronicling-for:the-archives of England's most
sensational realist artist. Yet at the
film's core lies a view of Hockney that
he himself did not expect. In an interview in Time Out magazine Hockney
commented: "I think at first it did
(make him feel vulnerable). That's why
I was shattered. It is giving a lot away I
wouldn't have given away.''
"A Bigger Splash" which is having
its New England premiere at the Back
Bay Screening Room, is a collage of
film footage taken over a period of 3 ½
years. It is, for those who delight in
peeking into the lives of the chic artworld, a monumental work. It's laced
with Truffaut-like cinematography, a
haunting musical score by Patrick
Gowers, and scenerios that leave no
brush-stroke unrecorded.
As the film tells: Hockney is grieved
by the untimely estrangement from his
lover of four years, Peter Schlesinger.
During the following six months he
submerges himself in the last Schlesinger canvas, "Peter by the Pool." The
film is interspersed with scenes of a
long-term friend pleading with David
to remain in London. Meanwhile,
Celia, the sensuously Renaissance wife
of-designer Ossie Clark, hovers in her
flat with Schlesinger, refusing to

answer Hockney's plaintive and
insistent knocking. Simultaneously,
gallery owner Kasmin dauntlessly
insists that Hockney step~up his
production rate.
Throughout, Hockney paints daubby-painful-daub on . "Peter by the ·
Pool" - the creation around which
the film is constructed. An exhibition is
being readied in New York. Schlesinger
is shown sex-writhing with someone we
barely know, attending arty loft
productions of drag Miss Universe,
and tickling Hockney's dreams with
surreal transcontinental pool-hopping.
Hockney finishes the canvas only to
shred it with a palette knife an'd then
re-create it within two weeks. Kasmin

gives up hope at this last endeavor,
knowing Hockney's refusal to put his
work on a production line will result in
the closing of his ten-year-old gallery
- one founded principally on the
popularity of Hockney's work.
The film ends exactly as it began Hockney sitting in Geneva sipping
from a large footed tumbler. It's as if
all that came between ·the beginning
and the end were a fleeting remembrance - remembrance of things that
Hockney would just as soon forget.
From under his wide Panama he says,
"I guess I'll get rid of all the paintings
of Peter, yes, I'll keep the ones of my
mother." A sad but fitting conclusion.
Hockney's work, which is just be-
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Downtown Providence

SATIRE MAGAZENE

NEWS-ViEWSREV I E.WS- I NTERV I EWS -POETRY-FI CT I ON-HUMORCOM IX!
SUBSCRIPTION PER YEAR $7. 00
SEND TO:
Sample' copies are
available at the inALBATROSS
credibly high price
of $1. 50---Neatness PO BOX 2046
doesn't count but it CENTRAL STATION
EAST ORANGE, N ,J,
certainly helps a
O? 019
Thank youlot :

Presents

Only ALL MALE Adult Films!

''Room
328''
plus co-hit .. Pat's

NAM~- - - -- -

ADDRES...___ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _

_

ginning to receive critical notice on the
east coast (first U.S. notice came from
California and later New York), is
often one-dimensional realistic interpretations executed in vivid colors. His
portrait work has intrigued, if not at
times angered, his famous models. In
. today's art landscape of influencers
and imitators Hockney has none. His
works, if available, command and
receive five to six figure sums. The film
arrives here at the pinnacle · of his
: popularity and a month before the
,: u.s. release of his autobiography, al;.; ready sweeping Canada ai,.d Europe. ,
. Jack Hazan's film has remained true to
the visuals of Hockney's . paintings clear, striking, contemplative, real-to·
surreal.
As the film first opened in London
in 1975 and sneaked in, unnoticed, to
selected New York theaters it was
slammed by critics, especially those of
the gay press. Outrage was expressed
over the depiction of shallow and glitzy
gay followers who,·onl'y glitter more at
whirring
the sight and sound of
d<tesn't
Hazan
But
camera.
for
bizarre
the
photograpl)
sensationalism, he merely follows
Hockney through his self-made house
of mirrors. Straight critics, on the
other hand, ~ere shocked by the
,explicit depiction of Peter's sexual
philanderings, scenes that in 1977 are
ho-hum in their shock value.
In an interview with Len Richmond
of Time Out, Hazan says: "I found
[the scene] very erotic." He included it
"partly to shock, and partly from a
moral point of view. I didn't want the
aver.age man to be made 'cozy by homosexuality. I wanted to say, look this is
real, these aren't just men touching
each other nicely.
"Homosexuality isn't a silly whim of
the artistic creative world. The movie is
only sensational because people react
against the gayness in it. Many people
in America were outraged, or they tried
to dismiss the movie out of hand. One
distributor said to me, "I find the lovemaking between the men repellent.
Now, if you had only made the film
about a lady artist and showed two
women making love, that would have
been fantastic.''
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Pointe rs·
The Boston Repertory Theatre, 7'!'<'.'ii.'11(.1
A comedy by JAMES KIRKWOOD

P.S.
Your cat
is dead.

X·RATED

CONTINUOUS SHOWINGS!! FROM 10 AM. 11 PM

ALL MALE
CAST

THE BOYS ... THE BIKES ...
LEATHER ON WHEELS!

SATANS
-:·) STUbs
PLUS~

· ·

.

.15th SMASH ·WEEK

1l-EEJalC AlM5

. cf IOE.R <E IOYE

"Hilarious ..

"Furiously Funny "
-· C; 1rulyr1 Cl;iy Boslon PhCJ1er111

NOW at the

I

I
I
II ■ Boston's

CHARLES PLAYHOUSE
·

76 Warrenton Street
426-6912

Ou,k-charge 426·6210

NEW SHOW
EVERYWEEK

®
@Ne\Y Show Everyweek ®
Best Al Male ShowsI

Out1TOVlln. Harv Sq

Tues. - Fri. at 8:08
Sw,. at 3 and 8:08
9:30
Sat. at 6

and
Held over through May

IJ

7

Student Rush
ARTS. Vouchers accepted

recommended tor adults
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( Lament for the Lemon-Tr ee Lady
ByNancy Walker
Anita Bryant appeared in a series of
taped segments on "Who's Who"
(CBS, Tuesday, Apr. 12, 8 p.m.). Her
exquisitely timed pauses between exquisitely vacuous statements about
"evil" parading as something "good"
must have had a telling effect on the
bigoted and the dim-witted, of which,
unfortunately, there are all too many.

When asked what she would do if
one of her children came to her and
professed homosexuality, Anita replied
that she would still love the child and
so would God because God "hates the
sin but loves the sinner." Aside from
this she never answered a direct
question with logic or fact but either
changed the subject or quoted some
Biblical pronouncement: '' According

to the word of God it's an abomination
to practice homosexuality.'' She said,
"Our pastor would even burn down the '
school" rather than allow homosexual
teachers in it.
Anita didn't even blink an eye when
someone quoted the Bible at her saying
that to cut the hair and shave the bear·d
are also abominations. This information simply washed right over her. She

Letter from Rome
Are you happy? No need to answer
that one. Any place but home. Keep
healthy. Do not go overboard on any
of these causes. Remember, it's a long
life and no need to carry any black
marks on your record. Besides, Anita
Bryant is out to get you.
Have you gotten in touch with your
cousins? Dad checked with the University -:- no check - so you must have all
your wages.
Duties call me - must answer.
Remember life is duty - not beauty.
Why don't you sit down to a nice meat
dinner and come to your senses? In the
meantil'1!_.e, we love you. Let us know

''--=
I

Wednesday
Oh, where is my wandering boy
tonight. I hear that sad refrain, when
the silvery moon is shining o'er the hills
of dear old Maine.
Are you numbered among th_e
employed yet? I read thr u_nemployment figures and I shudder. You do
not have any s!ored-up blubber to live _
on.

,
,
I ·
t - J •_____,JL__...•

how you're doing.
Love,
M.B.B.

Uncle Charlie would like to hear
from you. Also Auntie Eunice (ha-ha)
(ho-ho)
(This is an honest-to-goodness letter
from a mother of Cf gay man. No
matter h9w far "out" we come or how
deep in the community we live, all of us
have parents. And most of them are
straight, sometimes the only straight
people we need still to relate to. GCN
opens up this space for you to share
with us the letters from parents, so that
we can know we're all in this together.)

. has her "mission" and that's that.
Meanwhile she practices Christianity in
a 27-room villa on the water front in
Miami Beach.
The silliest line of the evening was
that since "homosexuals can't biologically reproduce," we have to
recruit children to fill our ranks. Hard
to beli~ve??? Bryant's most disturbing
statements indicated that she considers
the laws of the church (her church, of
course) to be above those of the land.
The highest law in this country is the
Constitution which definitely provides
for the separation of church and state.
If we are guarante~d freedom of religion, we must also be guaranteed
freedom/ram it.
Bryant's Biblical ballyhoo is uttered
with insidious intent, and she is a very
impressive performer. She knows the
precisely right moment to inject a sob
into her voice as she did when she suggested starting '' a ministry [halt,
sniffle] to the homosexuals."
A terrific -showperson, Anita is a
one-woman parody of a Bible-thumping, psalm-singing revival meeting.
And what she has revived is a sense of
unity and purpose within the American
gay community. Thank y'all, Anita.
You may yet lead us to the promised
land.
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(Lad_!es l_nvited)
MON .•WED. April 18, 19, 20

INAMAEWOOL
THURS.-SAT. April 21, 22, 23

JOHNNY &THE
LUNCHEONETTES
&UN., April 24

· LARRY CARSMAN
Real Paper: "Best place to eat, drink,
& be merry"
1350 Cambridge Street, Inman Squa1e .
Cambridge 354-8458

RUSII~

1irr.:ctorr

NCTT EVEN 'TWE ~ OCKER

FRAN'S

~/

PLACE
Lynn's Oldest Gay Bar

SAT. Apri I l 6, 9pm- l am

BETH SASS

• u R IJ rrv • o w£ R

PO 1/f£NC Y
SUN. April 24, Bpm-12

LIBERTY STANDING

IN TAMPER-PROOF BOTTLES OR 12 VIAL
BOXES AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER
SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

PACIFIC WESTERN DISTRIBUTING CORP.
145 MISSION STREET. SAN FRANCISCO . CA . 94105
(800) 227-4318 • In Calrforn ,a (415) 621-4900

MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS

PacWest Mail Order
P.O . BOX 3867, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94119
____ BTLS . '" $6 .00 (2 for $10 .00)
_____ BOXES '" $9.00 (2 for $17 .00)

77 6 Washington St.
lyn11, Ma. 595-8961 .
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( people, places and flings)
By David Holland
Boston never has been one to encourage radical talents and consequently it
has lost one of the best. Rael Lamb,
once-upon-a-time Director of Dance
for the New World, has been ushered
into Montreal's largest ballet theaters
on a veritable red carpet. Ms. Williams
of Boston Ballet, on the other hand,
was sharp enough to purchase his
"Underture to the Sun" which debuted
in this year's Showcase along with his
now famous "Butterfly." I hear we
can look forward to Boston Ballet
doing a season of his works. La! ...
Chappettes were treated to a wonderful
affair Saturday last. Danny, Chaps'
bartender, draft-pourer and giver of
over-the-counter smiles, is departing
for the sands of Provincetown and the
spigots ol Helltown, P-town's answer
to leather lofts. Our Miss Suki
presented the roses (armloads of) and
passed out slices of an enormous confection. Now that's what I'd deem a
sumptuous fringe benefit . . . And
that's not the only person who has
heard the Sirens of P-town. Jacqui
Mac, Somewhere's house-packer, is on
her way to a summer at the Pied Piper.
And after summer? Back to our town
and perhaps some exciting new endeavors ... Tennessee Williams' new

•

• V

based on the life of activist Emma
Goldman. The benefit is tentatively
scheduled for May 11. So if you have
had plans to . attend this premiere,
how about waiting for us. May 11th.
Merci ............... ·......... .

EMMAemmaEMMAemma ·

Linda Hopkins chanting her way
through Boston's upcoming production of "Me and Bessie," Charles
Playhouse, May 11.
play, "Vieux Carre," has been
shelved. I had suspicions that that
might happen. It suffered the death
,many other efforts have: Bombed in
New Haven .................... .

. EMMAemmaEMMAemma
An important note to note: The stagewonders at the Next Move are
considering a benefit for GCN with
their recent production of "Emma,"

'

Love affairs lost in a carousel of round-robin confusion. Who loves who? Mauriello's "But Mostly Because It's Raining" at the Bradford Hotel. Reservations now.

Other theater notes this week include
tidbits from C. Cohen and the arrival
of "Me & Bessie," the coming musical
with Linda Hopkins portraying
"Empress of the Blues," Bessie Smith.
Ms. Smith, you may remember, bled to
death following a car accident and the
refusal of a white hospital to admit her
for treatment. And the Charles, you
may remember, has now brought three
black plays to this one theater. Open:.
ing May 11. 426-6912 . . . Lanford
Wilson's "Hot L Baltimore" is getting
a resident theater stage run at' the
Boston Arts Group beginning April 28.
"Hot L" had a short-lived TV adaptation not too long ago. The original
New York production received mounds
of critical applause. 267-7196 ... The
Cambridge Prop is performing a
·special engagement for little people
(and ·I don't mean dwarves). The
revue is entitled "The Proposition
Circus" and is intended to help kids
improvise their heroes in a musical
revue. April 21-24 only. It might be fun
to simply go and watch but you'll have

The spring 1977 Boston Ballet production of "The Sleeping Beauty" represented the s'econd performance of
what will surely become an awaited
annual event. Awaited because it is a
splendid visual experience that brings
to life Tchaikovsky's lyrical musical
interpretation of the time-test_ed fairy
tale about the power of the Kiss.
Lorenzo Monreal and Ballet Artistic
Director E. Virginia Williams have
staged the elaborate showcase (with
over 180 costumes) from Marius Petipa's _eQergetic choreography. The
format becomes as much a glittered
ballet showcase of (some) hidden
talents as it acts out a tight story line.
Laura Young, as -Princess Aurora
sentenced to a Rumplestiltskin sleep
(perhaps not so much from the witch's
hidden splindle as from her endless en
pointes), had the charm of anyone's
imagining of a fairyland princess. But
practice makes perfect and by the
Princess' final quater-round of balanc-

Catherine Deneuve and Giancarlo
Giannini - both visual delights in the
Exeter St. Theater screening of "La
Grande Bourgeoise.''
to move to the rear so you don't
obstruct the shortened ¥iew. 8760088 . . . Last theater to-do this week .
includes the Caravan · Theater's
production of "Tell Me A Riddle."
It's Tillie Olsen's award-winning and
poignant story adapted to stage. I
suspect that given the praise this
troupe received from "Family" they
may do as well with "Riddle." 8688520 ... Gore Vidal appears on Channel 2 April 29 at 11 :00 p.m. to deliver
his annual State of the Nation address.

ing acts she performs them with a grace
that was not evident in her first shaky
tries. It was also evident that the performances of Stephanie Moy and the
loft-high leaps of Mark Johnson are
deserving of careful scrutiny. Ms. Moy
blossomed in the season's earlier
"Flowering -into New .Battles." Her
return here was more than welcome.
Mr. Johnson's breathtaking moves as
Prince Florestan sent a hushed shiver
through the audience. Both dancers
certainly deserve more attention before
Boston loses them to the likes of the
ABT, New York ensembles, or European sabbaticals.
The gargantuan scenery also needs
note, as it was noteless until black
sheers of "sleep" descended, allowing
a creative array of fade-in and fadeouts that one might only expect in a
film.
No doubt next year's production will
sell out long before its arrival in view
of this
year's applauded return.
/
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·OFF SEASON ~
3 JJS
RATES
.
special "2" DAY RATE~
ALL WEEK LONG
, 4l
Singles_ $15]- FOR
Obis. _$20
2
Obis. w/b $30
NIGHTS
SEPT. 15-JUNE 15 (except holidays)
Reservations Suggested
12 Johnson,St~ Brovinoel()WO 02116
(611,) ~ .~·0138 ,
Bo$f~6-18 '
.

IEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassified
personals
11 SPECIALI I
bouble-time rates
Till May 1, 1977

ALL NON-BUSINESS ADS
(If you charge for a product or

service you are a b'!siness)

Pay for two to six weeks - your ad
will run four to twelve weeks. We
want to show you the longer an ad
runs the better the results.
Now it the time to send greetings,
Salute t11e Stirinl, Meet New People, etc.

Give us a wllirll

services

If you wish to respond to a box number in
!l"Y of our ads, send to GCN Classifieds,
Box _ __ , 22 Bromfield St., Boston
MA02108.

BISEXUAL COUPLE
30's, tall, slim, wish to share warm gentle
family life, big house in woods on Nova

:~d

;~~~!.

~~

c~~~~e~~s,°P~i~e;~
Af~:f
travellers· welcome. Commune possible.
Box 1288, Digby, Nova Scotia, Canada. (46)
GWF, depres~ed, lonely, frustrated, ugly,
hard to please, old enough to know
better. Why would you bother to write
GCN Box K90.
- ·- ·-··• - - - - · · · - - TO PETER 8. FROM KEVIN
I cared once & loved once 7 weeks gone
by I still care about you, are you all right?
Please let me know or get word to me, I
still believe in U.
(43)

MEN'S SEXUALITY WORKSHOPS
Gay men's workshop on sexuality/Apr.
30/be more comfortable with your sexuality. Explore your sexual realities, fantasies, attractions & body awareness; fee
$15./May 1: workshop on exploring bisexuality. For inf. 547-4693. Gemini
Counseling Service.
(43)

STAINED GLASS CREATIONS
Designed and Exec~ted-Windows- ,
Lampshades-Terrariums-Etched GlassZodiac Designs
Joe Fleming 522-3065 Evenings _
(<1_6)

HASSLE-FREE PSYCHOTHERAPY
FOR Nff GAYS

If you care about gay rights, have you
written to-your state legislators yet to say
so?
GM, 31, into poetry; literature, poppers
and good times, and is interested in the
leather scene, would like to find someone
of kindred spirit. I could not handle a
lover, . but would like friend/master
relationship.-! live in Boston. Please write
to GCN Box 748.
(c)
Stable lesbian couple wishes to meet
other couptes for.fr-iendship and possibly
starting a rap group for coupfes. GCN
Box 750.
(43)
GWF in fifties and lonely. Want to enjoy
the pleasant things of life with someone.
Please write P.O. Box 307, Sudbury, MA
01776.
(46)
GWF 25 searching for a sincere person to
share l1JY interests & feelings . I have a lot
to give to the right person who would like
to give in return. Enjoy sports, camping
& getting into one another. GCN Box

m Boston. Must have good body and be
willing to please. Reply with foto and
phone to GCN Box 719.
(44)
I love you, beautiful brown-eyes. V.ou are
the sunshine of my life, and all my smiles
belong to you.

WOMENI

WOMENI

WOMEN!

FOCUS
Published by
Boston Daughters of Bilitis

A Monthly Journal of
Poetry, Fiction, Book Reviews,
Topical Articles
. BY, FOi, AND ABOUT GAY WOMEN
1 Year (12 issues) $6.00
Sample Copy 60¢
(always sent in plain envelope)

FOCUS, GCN Box W77
22 Bromfield St.

Boston, MA 02108

roa

By Appointment
(603) 224-5600
Concord
Carpentry & Painting
Experienced, skilled women.
References available.
Joan Friedman (617) 864-1802.

(45)

WOMEN'S WOODWORK
Custom built furniture, skilled house
carpentry. Reasonable rates. Offering
carpentry workshops for women , $3. Call
for info 964-9496. Also antiques for
s~I~--- _ _ __ _ _____ __ .. ___ ____ (47)
Typing: 60¢ a page on IBM Selectric,
slightly more for other than standard
term paper. Call eves: 6-10 pm; weekends, rn·am-7 pm; 241-7535. Ask for Tony.
KEEP TRYING_
(c)

MASS. BAY
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES

'

1 .

job op

.

(FOR ALL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS)

160 Comm. Ave. (Vendome Mall)
Boston
(617)247-1832
TAPESTRY
A feminist counseling educational center
for individuals, couples, families, Qroups.
Sliding scale, some 3rd:party payments.
Call 661-0248 for brochure.
(44)

resorts
CARL'S GUEST HOUSE P'TOWN
w-e•re pleased to announce the start of
our 1977 season. Pvt rooms from $8.
Carl's Guest House, 68 Bradford St.,
P'Town, MA 02657, tel. (617) 487-1650. ~

Ethicol-Confidential
Individual & Couples
Jud!th Sigler, Lyn Foley
(Both MSW, ACSW)

~M 30 yr, 6', looking for slave 22 to 35 yr

\~~~~\)~\,~\.\~~

Visiting P'Town? Stay at Bernie and Bill's
Chancellor Inn, 17 Center St., Provincetown, MA 02657. Call or write for
brochure (617) 487-9423.
(44)
Ft. Lauderdale. The motel for discriminating guests, The Galt Riviera at 3811 North
Ocean Boulevard, 33308. Fully equipped
apartments and hotel rooms, pool, color
TV. SPECIAL OFFER May 1st through
Nov. 30th $75 per week for two, eighth
day free. For reservations call (305) 566·
8393.
(46)

for sale
For sale: waterbed with frame, liner and
heater. In excellent condition. Only
asking $75. Call 265-4632 any time.
(44)

penpals
We get many requests from gays in
prison to put pen pal ads in for them.
Limited space prevents us from printing
as many of these ads as we would like to,
since the prisoners do not have the funds
to pay for their ads. We will print more If
anyone out there is willing to contribute.
For each $3 we receive we can print one
more pen pal ad. Send checks to Penpals,
GCN Box k92.
(c)

~~
for SOUTH SHORE
CHET PAULINELLIE ,
& BOSTON GAYS
BILLERICA AREA
A GCN subscriber would like to send you
INDIVIDUALS . COUPLES
Wanted GW teen Interested in home
a free subscription to GCN. Ptease send
& GROUP COUNSELING
movies, travel, eating out, quiet nights at
us your address.
(43)
In Quincy and Boston
home, etc. Maybe we can share together._
DEAR CHET
- CALL 472-1331 FOR APPT.
Write w/ phone GCN Box 758.
(46)
I felt deeply moved by your story and
MOUSIEROO
.
would like to help you out. If you want to
Doodle Bug is showing off
contact me, please write GCN Box
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT REPAIR
His little purple things,
746.
(43) _
Lonely yng prison inmate, no friends or
Is your · flute flat? Does your clarinet
And all the little pupae
family in Ohio. This sentence Is a very
squeak? I do quality woodwind repair at
Will soon have little wings.
FREE KITTENS
lonely time for me. If you are interested
reasonable rates. Call Cercie, 492-2074 or
And I will go on loving you
need a loving home. Call 241-9128.
and compassionate please lay some
776-7285.
(44)
(Though I am far from small)
letters on me. Intelligent, masculine,
In the spring and summer
/ l_
iberal and honest. Write Gary Rucker 1
As I loved you in the fall .
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
t~~78,_P.O. Box 69, London, OH 43140.
Porcupine
OFBOSTOH
' I desire to develop correspondence with
Almost together lesbian needs to meet
Dr. H. Andrew Graham . director.: many gay persons near or far. I would find
supportive women. I'm 22 and still interDriving to Calif. Share Bed? and very little
Professional staff offers
l it indeed a pleasure. I enjoy communicatested in life. Please write to me. GCN Box
expense: Send age and photo. I am 26,
lndi'vidual , couples and group
ing with beautiful people. 28, 6'2", 160
759.
(46)
6'2", 210 lb. Write Paul Bergmen, General
counseling for gays.
lbs. Black hair, brown eyes. Willie C.
HOT BUNS, WILL TRAVEL
Del., Hyannis, MA 02601. Leaving in
Covington 029922, P.O. Box 747, Starke,
In Boston, call 536-1381. ·
Remember the night in the Chinese rest.?
May.
(44).
FL 32091. L3-S6.
You were on fire for me and all I wanted
was the spareribs. Now I have time to , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - spare. Call at the same number. Love ya,
Timex.
(43)

rides "

Wore area gay or bi WM wishes to meet
other gay. or bi WM who enjoy travel and
good times and are of hiyh school or
college age . I am.6', 175 los, Br hair, blue
eyes. If sincere write Box 321, Auburn,
MA 01'501.
(43)
NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS
Try a GCN Classified and get to know ,
what good is! If you see gays walking
around the streets and smiling it's
-because they've tried it and liked it! Be
the .first on your block to have your very
ownGCN Box.
VOLUNTEER HELP NEEDED
GCN operates mainly by volunteer help,
and we need you now. If you can donate
6ne afternoon a week, we can use your
help. Answering the phone, typing, filing,
- stamping envelopes; these are not
·glamorous jobs _;_ -but they are necessary. If you ce.n help· call Lester at 4264469.
(42)
_ WARWICK, RI
Young man into getting mind & body _in
shape - seeks same to work out at local
health spa, play tennis. Write Jay, GCN
Box 755.
(43)
TO CAPE COD THIS SUMMER
GM 26 Japanese Student to cook and '
keep house on Cape Cod in exchange: :
Room and board plus $20/wk spending.
Great Oriental/Western cook! Info: RM,
Box 159, Dover, MA 02030.
(43)
PROVIDENCE
GWM . 5'8" 170 lbs, bright, alive, stable,
seeks nonpossessive GWM 25-35 as
friend to share good times, quiet dinners,
soft music, P'town, Ocean tennis, tender/
passionate times. Want to live & enjoy
life. Let's meet for a drink. Drop a line.
Jack, GCN Box 754.
(43)
GWF, 31 with happy 10 yr old daughter
seeks older and wiser GWF to be my
friend and lover. Am in limbo with 5 yr.
relationship and am hurting but want to
be whole again. I am intelligent, welleducated, good sense of humor, stable,
sensuous with lots to offer the right
woman. I am not Interested in bars or
game playing. Live in suburb north of
Boston, but write to: E., P.O. Box 102, :
Brookline, MA 02146.
(43)
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Classified Ad deadline is Tuesday noon (prior to Sunday
publicalion).
All ads musl be paid in advance. No ads al-cepted by phone.
Make check or money order payable to Gay Community
News, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 02108.
Since we serve all New England, please include your area .
code if your ad includes a phone number.
Non-business: $3 .00 for 4 lines (35 characters per line);
each additional line 25 cents. Headlines are 50 cents for
25 characters.
Business (if you charge money for a service, you are a
business): $4.00 pet week for 4 lines (35 characters per
line) and 50 cents for each additional line. Headlines are
$1 .00 for 25 characters.

If you wish to pick up your mail al the GCN office: Our
hours are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday.
There is a charge of$1.00 fora phone number included in
a Personal ad.

Number of weeks ad is to run . ............ .

Box Numbers are available at $1.00 for 6 weeks if you pick
up -your mail. If, however, you wish your mail forwarded, the rate is $3 .00 for 6 weeks). Mail is forwarded
at the end of the 3rd and 6th week s. If you want mail
forwarded for a 3 month period, a $5.00 charge will be
made for the additional time.
Please circle one of the following ad categorie~:
APARTMENTS
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
JOBS OFFERED
JOBS WANTED
PENPALS
ORGAN!ZA TIO NS .
PERSONALS
RESORTS .
RIDES
ROOMMATES
SERVICES
WANTED
MISCELL.
LOST&FOUND
PUBLICATIONS
Headlines _ _ _ _ at $___ per wk.$ _ _ _ __
First4 lines
___ at $___ per wk.$
Each additional line at $___ per wk.$_ _ _ __
Pick-Up Box No. at $1 .00/ 6 weeks
$_ _ _ __
Forward Box No . at$3.00/ 6week~
$_ _ _ __
Phone Number in Personals at.$1.00
$ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _ __
3 months forwarding at $5.00
TOT AL ENCLOSED ..... . ....... .. . $_ _ _ __
PLEASE PRINTNE~TLY .

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State_ _ __
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Zip____ Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

II

I .1

II

I I _.,__I....__......__.,__._--'----'"__.1~J

WANTED NEW GAY MUSICIANS-· -Gay musicians, singers for forming
groups and single acts. Must have own
equipment. Definite employment. Call
Lee 337-0820 after 5 p.m. Bos. S.S. area.
(43)
NEED EXTRA CASH?
a few people with car and knowledge of Boston to deliver flowers
Mother's Day week. Call Dick Greenleaf,
247-3500.
(43)

1 need

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 'HOMOPHILE
COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICE
Counseling & Ed. Outreach Org. Admin.
exp.; fund raising & grants; Human
services advanced degree or equivalent.
80 Boylston St., Rm . 855, Boston, MA
02116
·---- ----- (39)
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Handymen wanted for new gay complex.
Good pay & flexible hours. Call noon till 9
p.m. Jim Calvey 266-8286.
(43)
If you can work 8 hrs. a week at odd ·
house jobs, I will trade you a small, clean,
pvt room in quiet house by "The Pru."
Please call Jay 267-7422.
(44)

Si,

roommates

(e~

GWM seeks furnished apt/rm. in Boston
for the summer. Easy to please. Ren·t
open. GCN Box 753.
(c)
SUMMER ROOMMATE
W/3 women-loving-women, 1 dog & 2 cats
in Brighton, $40 per mo. in exchange for
painting, carpentry in house. Available
5/1 unHI 9/1, lots love. Call 783-1218. (43)

COLLECTIVE ON FORT HILL
has room for people interested in an allgay, supportive environment. Call the
Fort Hill Faggots for Freedom, 440-8551 .
427-1893, 442-1739.
---

_::.

Beacon Hill rmmt needed May 1 to Fall by
GM 20. $120 plus elec, phone. Seek resp
indep. person. Two cats already. caii
Gregory (617) 723-3279.
(43)
Roommates to share Allston house w/3
gay men. Comfortable, creative gay living
- music, gardening, house renovating,
cooking. $100/mo plus utilities. C;:tll 7879159 eves.
(44)
GF student needs spot in est apt, or F to
look with. Must find mellow Bos area apt
by 5/1 as my summr job starts soon. Easy
going, clean. Call Cindy (617) 752-1767. (43)
I will trade a small, clean, pvt room in
quiet house by "The Pru" if you can do
odd house jobs for 8 hrs. a week. Please
call Jay 267-7422.
(44)
GWM 27 seeks rmte for lg sunny 2 bdrm
Beacon Hill apt. Pref. non-smoking
person. Call Harvey 742-5187 after 2
p.m.
(44)

apartments
Two room (good size) basement walk-in
apt. with separate entrance. Brookline
townhouse off Beacon St. trolley. Avail•
able June 1, $207, GCN Box 757.
Available (5/1/77) Studio - separate bath
& kitchen - newly painted - excellent
condition. Fenway area. 165 per mo. plus
1 mo. security. Call Chuck after 6 p.m.
266-9514.
(44)
. If you want a clean , quiet, heated, bright
apt. with sensible rent, in a friendly, safe
bldg by "The Pru" with easy pkg & walking to all, call 267-7422.
• (43)

organizations
LUTHERANS CONCERNED
Lutherans Concerned for Gay People,
(LCGP), national organization, is trying to
form a New England chapter. If you are
interested, contact Ken Westhassel at
(617) 536-3788.
(c)
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCt-,
OF WORCESTER, church service at 6
Institute Road , 2 p.m. Sundays. Rev. Jos.
H. Gilbert, pastor. 756-0730 . The 3rd year
beqins.
JOIN DIGNITY
Gay and Catholic? Find out more from
Dignity, a national organization of gay
and concerned Catholics. Write Dignity,
755 Boylston St., Rm. 413, Boston, MA
02116.
Metropolitan Community Church of Boston, services each Sunday at 7:00 p.m.
(hymn sing 6:45), 131 Cambridge St., Boston (Old West Church). Edward T.
. Hougen, pastor. Office 523-7664. All per:
· sons
are welcome.
---- -------.
-
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NGTF NEEDS YOU
Join with the largest, fastest growing gay
civil rights group in the country! The
National Gay Task Force works with a
professional staff on media representation, national legislation, information
clearinghouse, religious reforms, corporate non-discrimination statements,
more! Help support our work - join now.
$15 membership ($5 limited income) includes Newsletter. NGTF, 80 Fifth Ave.,
Rm . 506, New York, NY_10011. _ _ __
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GAY ACTIVISTS ALLIANCE NJ
-Men c..nd wome n - Militantly gay militantly proud - Join us at 176 Kansas
St., Hackensack, NJ , every Fri. at 9 P.M .
Political action caucus Tuesdays at 8:30
P.M . (201 343-6402.
In New Jersey, the Gay Activist Alliance/
Morris County meets every Monday at
8:30 p.m . using facilities of Unitarian Fellowship, Normandy Heights Rd ., Morristown, NJ,Jnfo: (201) 884-0653, 3 4 ! ~
COMING TO S.F. BAY AREA?
Stanford Gay People's Union welcomes
you. Social hours, rap group, peer counseling, programs , parties . Phone (415)
497-1488; mail to Box 8265, Stanford, CA
94305.
BOSTON GAY CATHOLICS
Dignity Boston sponsors EXODUS MASS,
a liturgy for gay and concerned Catholics
every Sunday at St. Clements, 1105 Boylston St., Boston, at 5:30 p.m. For info
contact Dignity/Boston, 102 Charles St. ,
Box 172, Boston, MA 02114 or cal I 7391091.
(5/35)
GAYLEGALENCOUNTER&EXCHANGE
GLEE is a legal exchange .recently formed
to provide free legal assistance to the gay
prisoners incarcerated in all federal and
state facilitie~GLEE is especially geared
to serve the needs and deal with the
problems of the gay prisoner. Some of
the services available are research , as sistance with the preparation of suits and
motions, filing of class action suits
(especially 1983'. and in some cases nonappointed court representation. For more
info on these and other free services,
write to: Jerry Dighera, P.O. Box 2, Lansing , Kansas 66043. - ~ - CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING
Men, 40 and older, have problems different from young Gay Activists . Small discussion group forming NYC. Call (212)
242-8112 or write Burdick, Apt. 1C, 270 W.
25th St., NYC, NY 10001. __________ _
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SUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS
Lesbian Mothers National Defense Fund,
2446 Lorentz Place, W. Seattle, WA 98109.
(206) 282-579§:}~_e_n:i_b~rship$~:0.9~.. __ ___ _
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LUTHERANS
ALC, LCA AND Mo. Uniting for justice,
love, understanding in our church.
Lutherans Concerned (for gay people),
_B()x_B: 19114A, Lo~ ~ngel_es, C~ 90Q]~ _
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The J im Clark Moving Co.
Licensed-Insured-Professional
24 hrs./day-7 days/wk.-No O.T. charges
Local Jobs-Local Rates 354-2184 (~§2

misc
ATTENTION TEENS: Tell us how you feel
as gays in your town , your school, your
circle of friends and family . What are your
problems, hopes, fears, etc .? Address
replies to
GCN, 22 Bromfield
~_!- ,_~~ton, MA 02108_:_

YMCA and YWCA fans - Attention
Got any good (or bad) tales to tell about
being gay and being in the YM-YWCA
atmosphere? We are interested in doing
an in-depth feature on this 'little-mentioned, but really important aspect of gay
life. We need your personal stories,
especially about the Y's in Cambridge
and Boston. Send all stories to Eric c/o
GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA
02108.
(c)
NUDE BOYS AND MEN , all types, size
and shapes. Largest selection of Gay
Films in the World! Guaranteed USA
delivery. Send $2.00 for Photo illustrated
catalogs. Hen van A111stel, Box 219, Vesterbrogade 208, 1800 Copenhagen V, Denmark.

pub/ ications
KEEP UP WITH THE SOUTH
Subscribe to the Free Press, a Southern
news/magazine published every two
weeks in Charlotte, NC comprised of
news, features and regular columes of
interest to everyone. Two year subscription (52 issues) $10.00; one year subscription ,(26 issues) $6.00; sample copy 25¢.
Please respond to Free Press, Box 2550.
Charlotte NC 28234 . Thank yawl.
WHAT'S NEW IN SAN FRANCISCO?
Read the SENTINEL and find out. News,
features , opinion columns. Politics, the
arts, entertainment, sports, contests,
classifieds. San Francisco's NEWSpaper.
Biweekly . $15/year. SENTINEL, 12 Sharon
_s t.,S.F.,CA94114
(c)

Quick
Gay Guide ,

lSY

\,

(Area Code 617)-

Access (Cambridge Hotline)
661-3900
tloston Advocates for Human Rights, 73
Tremont St., rm 224, Box 2232, Boston
02107
742-4811
Cambridge Gay Political Caucus, P.O.
Box 218, E. Cambridge 02141
492-3433
Cambridge North/Bratt le Gays
Write c/o Gay Legislation
661-9362
Cambridge Women's Center
354-8807
Cambridgeport Gays, c/o GCN ,
Box 6500
Charles Street MeetinQhouse
523-036.8
742-8020
Civil Liberties Union of Mass.
Closet Space
523-1081
(WCAS 740m AM)
492-6540
262-1592
. Daughters of Bilitis
Dignity, 102 Charles St., Box 172,
739-1091
Boston 02114
727-2584
Elaine Noble (Rep.)
894-3970
Evangelicals Concerned
Fag Rag
536-9826
267-7573
Fenway Community Health Center
267-1066
Fengay, c/o Tom Nylund
Focus. Women's Counseling, 181'\½
Hampshire St., Cambridge
876-4488
Fort Hill Faggots for Freedom 445-6676, 440-8551
or427-1893
Framingham Unicorn Society,
P.O. Box 163, Framingham 01701
Gay Academic Union of New England,
P.O. Box 212, Boston 02101
'
266-2069
843-5300
Gay AIAnon, South Shore
Gay Aler~ (tor :gay community
523-0368
. emergency orffy)
or 267-0764
Gay Community News
426-4469
Gay Hotline (3-1'2 pm, Mon.-Fri'.)
426-9371
Gay Legislation '77
742-4811
Gay Media Action, c/o GCN , Box 5000,
354-2079
22 Bromfield St. , Boston 02108
338-7967
Gay Men's Center, 36 Bromfield St.
Gay Nurses' Alliance-East, P.O . Box
530, Back Bay Annex, Boston, MA 02117
Gay People of UMass/Boston
287-1900
(ext. 2396)
Gay Recreational Activities Committee,
(GRAC) c/o GCN Box 8000
Gay Speakers Bureau, P.O. Box 2232,
354-0133
Boston 02107 353-2790 "
Gay Way Radio (WBUR, 90.9FM)
227-8587
Gay Youth Advocates , 70 Charles St.
864-8181
Gender Identity Service
536-9826
Good Gay Poets
498-2111
Harvard-Radcliffe Gay Student Assn .
542-5188
Homophile Community Health Service
262-305'(
Integrity, PO Box 2582, Boston 02208
354-8807
Lesbian Liberation , clo Women's Ctr.
Massachusetts Fem inist Federal Credit
Union , 186½ Hampshire St .,
661-0450
Cambridge
523-7664
Metropolitan Community'Church
National Lawyers Guild, 595 Mass. Ave .
National Organization for Women

-

movers

GAY SCENE The mont hly picture
entertainmen t newspaper. Features Gay
Movement news, Articles , Reviews, Personals, Nude Centerfold , plus more interesting features. $8 for 12 issues. Send $1
for sample copy. Mailed in plain brown
envelope. REGIMENT, C/O GALLERY
THREE
ENT., BOX
247,
GRAND
CENTRAL STA., NYC, NY 10017.
LESBIAN CONNECTION
A- free nationwide forum of news and
ideas by, for and about lesbians (donations are always welcome). For a subscription simply send your name,
address and zip to: Ambitious Amazons,
Box 811, East L~_~inQ 1 ~I 48823.
KNOW YOUR RIGHTS!
Get your copy of the ACLU handbook,
The Rights of Gay People, now, or get one
for a friend! Send $2 ($1.75 plus 25¢
postage) NY residents add 15¢ tax. To:
Green Enterprises, Box 534, 625 Main St.,
New York, NY 10~44,
(43)
"The Wishing Well "; a national publication with emphasis on helping gay/feminists reach others with similar life
styles. Code no's used to insure confi dentiality. P.O. Box 1711, Santa Rosa, CA
95403. ____________ ------------ . - · -

.

CARNIVAL LOUNGE

228 Cambridge St.
Food, Men, Saturday Brunch 5PM, Movies
Mon. 3PM , Sunday Brunch 3PM.

STYX

12 qarver St. 338-8577
Leather, Men, Sunday Brunch 7PM, Thurs.
Viking Club Nite.

.

NAPOLEON CLUB

227 Tremont St. 338-8385
Dancing, Men.

• 1270 Boylston St. 261-1257
Disco Dancing, Mixed (Mostly Men).

119 MERRIMAC

CITADEL

119 Merrimac St. 523-8960
Dancing, Men, Tues.-Thurs. Buffet 9-11 PM

RAINBOW ROOM

CLUB 76

15 Lansdowne St.
Disco Dancing, Men.

76 Batterymarch St. 542-3377
Food, Mixed (Mostly Men).

(Area Code 617)

(Ar1:1a Code 203)

"Come Out Tonight," Box WYBC/Yale
Stat~on, New Haven 06520.
661-8898
CT Gay Task Force, PO Box 514,
267-6160 '
Hartford, CT 06101

522-5575

12 Carver St.
Men.

SPONSORED. BY

SAINTS

295 Franklin St. 423-7730
Disco Dancing, Mixed, Sunday Brunch 122PM

East Conn. Gay Alliance, Norwich
889-7530
522-2646
George W. Henry Foundation, Hartford
Gay Alliance at Yale, 2031 Yale Station, New
·, Haven 06520
436-8945
Gay Switchboard
522-5575
Hartford Gay C9unselinQ
522-5575. 232-5110
Institute of Social Ethics/National Gay
·
Archives, 1 Gold St., Suite 228,
Hartford 06103
547-1281
Kalos/Gay Liberation, Hartford
568-2656
MCC/Hartford
232-5110, 522-5575
The Church of the Eternal Flame
Universal
527-2656
U Conn Gay AINance, 211 Student Union
U of CT, Storrs, 06268
'
Wesleyan Gay Alliance, Box 233,
Wesleyan Station, Middletown, 06457
Yalesbians, 2031 Yale St., New Haven
00~
~~~~

RHODE ISLAND

(Area Code 401)

. Alcoholics Together, 290 Westminster
Brown University Gay Lib, 305 Faunce
House
863-3062
St., Rm. 510, Providence
Dignity/Providence, Box 2231, Pawtucket 02861
Gay Help Line
r
831-9491
-Gay Women of Brown; c/o-Sarah Doyle
Women's Center, 185 Meeting St., Providei:ice 02912
863-2189
Gay Women of Providence
831-5184
· ··integrity, Box 71, Annex Sta., Providence 02801
MCC/Providence, 63 Chapin Ave.
. MCC Innovative Ministry (terminally Ill,
aged and handicapped), Rev.' Michael
Nordstrum
941-8653 ·
Providence Gay Group of AA
231-5853

: MAINE

.

(Area Code 207)

CMGA, Box 2242, Augusta 04330
Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St.
l 1niv_e_!sity of .Maine, Portland 04103
Gay Support & Action, P.o: Bex 110,
Bangor 04401
Maine Freewoman's Herald, 193 Middle
St., 3rj floor, Portland 04111
Maine Gay Task Force, 193 Middle
St., Portland
Maine Gay Task Force Newsletter
P.O. Box 4542, Portland 04112 '
The Wilde-Stein Club, Memorial Union
University of Maine. Orono 04473 '

NEW HAMPSHIRE

773-2981
535J

/p•~t

774-6071
773-5530
773-5530

(Area Code 603)

(Area Code 802)

Counseling for Gay Women & Men
c/o Vermont Women's Health Center,
_1_58_ l:3ank St., Burlin_gton 05401
Counseling - Support. for Gay Women,
clo Susan Katz, Southern Vermont
Women ' s Health Center, Rutland , VT
05701

272 Huntington Ave.

. Gay People at Middlebury, Middlebury
College
Gay Student Union, Univ. of Vt., Burlington,
05401, M-F, 7-9 pm.
656-4173
Women's Center, 182 Main St., Burlington,
M-Th, 12-9 pm
863-1236

NEW YORK (CITY)

(Area Code 212)

Church of the Beloved Disciple, 348 West
14th St., NYC 10014
242-6616
Dig .. ,y, P.O. Box 155( NYC 10022
Gay Activists Alliance, P.O. Box 2,
v;11age Sta., 10014
677-6090
Gay Media Coalition, c/o The Women's
. Center, 243 W. 20th St., NYC 1C0~ 1
924-9434
Gay Men's Health Project, 74 Grove St.,
691-6969
rm 2RW, NYC 10014 .
Gay People at Columbia, Columbia U.,
NYC 10027
280-2574
· Gay Switchboard
924-4036·
Gay Teachers Assoc ., 204 Lincoln Pl.,
Brooklyn, 11217
789-8176, 636-9827
·Gay & Women's Alliance for Responsi·
ble Media, 370 Lexington Ave.,
Suite 416, NYC
The Glines, 260 W . Broadway
925-2619
lifrnoda Legal Defense, P.O. 6ox 544H,
Grand Central Station, NYC 10017
758-1905
Lesbian Feminists Liberation, clo
, Women's Center, 243 W. 20th St.
691-5460
Lesbian Switchboard
,.
741-2610
Mattachine Society, 59 Christopher St.,
691-1006
. NYC 10014
MCC/New York, 201 W. 13th St. (corner
of 7th Ave.) Sunday worship 7 prri
691-7428
National Coalition of Gay Activists,
P.O. Box A-711, Grand Central Sta.,
NYC 10017
National Gay Task Force, 80 Fifth Ave.,
Rm. 506, NYC
741-1010
Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop,
255-8091
15 Christopher St.
West Side Discussion Group,
675-0143
37 Ninth Ave., NYC

NEWYORK(STATE)

Lesbian Support Group, UNH Women's
Cent.er, Durham, NH 03824
MCC-Extension, 292 State St :, Portsmouth,
. N!-10~~01 _
(617) 523-7664
.
673-5315
Nashua~!!a_§~ys _
, NH Lambda, lesbian group-;-P.O. Box 1043
Concord . NH
'228-85. 42
Seacoast Area Gay Alliance, 75 Court St ·
Portsmouth, NH. 431-4350,436-7196,~~ 742-2947

. VERMONT

THE SHED

SOMEWHERE

252 Boylston St. 247-9308
Noon to 2AM, 7 days a week.
Dancing, Games, Food.

545-0883 ·
545-2876
545-3438
545-0154
545-0626
732-9315
586-2011

TWELVE CARVER

(Call 354-8807) Women.

COMMUNITY CLUB

(Area Code 413)

272 Huntington Ave.
Leather, Men, Sunday Brunch 4PM.

1270

21 Essex St.
Men (Some Women).

27 Huntington Ave. 266-7778
Food, Men.
22 Avery St. 482-9040
Dancing, Men.
·

THE SHED

110 Boylston St.
Disco Dancing, Mixed

PLAYLAND

CHAPS

20 Blagden St. 247-3910
Disco Dancing, Men.

TOGETHER

52 Piedmont St. 3,r,8-7547
Dancing Fri., Sat., Sun. ; Men.

CHAMPAGNE LOUNGE

-OHIO GAY JOURNAL
Subscribe to High Gear, Cleveland based,
non'5.8xist mQrithly journal ; for gay
women and men . Features Ot,i<;> news,
historical-cultural fe·atures, politics; runninQ satire, music, et. al. ·send $5 for 1 yr.
sub. or 50¢ for sampJe copy to High Gear, .
P.O. Box 6177, Cleveland! Ohio, 44101. -. ·

SPORTER'S CAFE

HERBIE'S RAMROD ROOM

39 Boylston St. 338-7159
Dancing , Mixed.

Alcoholics, Together, Worcester·
756-073(
Antther Way Drop~ln Center, 2 Wellington St., Worcester01610
756-0730 ·
Brandeis Gay Alliance, Box 1321, Brandeis
Univ., Waltham 02154
891-4384 ·
Clark Gay Center, Box A-70, Clark u·..
·
Worcester, 01610
793-7287
Dignity/Merrimack Valley, P.G>. Box
348, Lowell 01853
Everywoman's Center, Box 949, 14
487-3075
Center St., Provincetown 02657
or487-3344
Gay Community Services, Box 815,
Provincetown 02657
'
Gaypeople/Drop-ln Center, Campus
Center, 100 Elliot St., Haverhill 01830 374-0929
. Haverhill, N.E.C.C. Gay Line, M. 8-10
. am, T. 6-8 pm, W. 12-2 pm
Homophile Assistance League of Provincetown, Box 674, P-town 02657,
487-9633
158 Commercial St.
· Homophile Union of Montachusett,
P.O. Box 262, Fitchburg, 01420
MCC/Worcester ·'
756-0730' ·
New Bedford Women's Clinic
999-1:...70 ,
Provincetown 24-Hour Drop-In Center
487-03b7
Survival Crisis line
471-7100

CONNECTICUT .

BAR GUIDE
.

45 Essex St.
Dancing, Men.

88 Queensbury St. 247-9586
Leather, Men, Thurs. Club Nite, Sunday
Brunch 3PM, Movies Mon. & Tues. 8PM.

LESBIANS OF A.I.
Don't be left out. Receive the latest
lesbian newsletter of RI by sending your
name & address to Women's Center, 185
Meeting St., Prov., Ri 02912
(43)

THEY WILL KNOW ME BY MY TEETH
GAIA'S GUIDE-1977. FOR GAY WOMEN
Magaera Press proudly announces pubThoroughly detailed discreet pocket size
lication of .stories & poems of Lesbian
international
bar/club
gulde ~ and
struggle, survival, and celebration by
complete directory. This fourth edition: . Elana Dykewoman (author of "River' All U.S.A. plus 40 ott)er countries. 3000
finger ·woman"). For Women Only from
listings. Centers, switchboards, org~nizaOld Lady Blue Jeans, P.O. Box 515, Northtions ana publications plus much , much
ampton, MA 01060. $3.50 plus. postage
more. $5.00 only from: GAIA'S GUIDE,
(25¢).
115 New Montgomery Street, San Francisco, CA 94105, Also on ·saie at: NEW CAl.:.IFORNIA SCENE. 7th year. Sample
copy $1.25, ten c'opies $10. A'r ticles of
WORDS, 186 Hampshire St. in Cambridge; ISLS, 146 Commercial St, in Prov- general interest and news of all California
incetown , & at THE PEOPLE 'S NEWS- plus photos, theatre, movie reviews and
STAND, University of Massachusetts, book reviews. Box 26032, Los Angeles,
(44) ~~-~Q9~ - --· ---· -- -- - - - - - Amherst.

HARRY'S PLACE

BOSTON EAGLE

Dignity/Springfield, P.O. Box 488, .
Forest Park St~~. Springfield OH()~
Everywomen's Center, Amherst
Gaybreak Radio (WMUA-FM, 91 .9)
Gay Women's Caucus, Amherst
People's Gay Alliance, UMass/Amherst
Southwest Women's Center
·s ·p ringfield Gay Alliance
Valley Women's Center, Northampton

EASTERN MASS

LAVENDER SOUTH
Discover the realities of the Southern gay
experience. Read The Barb, The News
Monthly for Southern Gays. Regional and
National News: Lifestyle· Commentary,
Entertainment Columns . Subscriptions
per year: $5/3rd class; $8/1 st class.
Sample 50¢ . (All copies mailed in anonymous envelope.) Classifieds 10¢/word.
Master Charge, Euro Card and Acess accepted. TJ,e South 's largest gay publication: The ' Barb. Box 7922-B, Atlanta, GA
30309.

.BOSTON
.

BAMBOO LOUNGE
30AverySt.
Food, Mixed.

876-5310
New Words Bookstore
Northeastern (fay Student Org ., c/o
Student Activiti~s Office, 255 Ell Ctr.
253-5440
Older and Other Gays, clo GCN , Box 1·500,
22 Bromfield St., Boston 0.2108
Other Fund, Inc. (Gay United Fund),
P.O. Box 1997, Boston 02105
Project Lambda
523-0368
Project Place
267-9150
Sexual Health Centers of N.E., Inc.
739 Boylston St., Boston 02116
266-3444
Fr. Paul Shanley (Exodus Center)
333-0146
Transvestites/Transgenderists:
F~!'mces Craig, P.O. Box 291 , MIT
Branch, Cambridge 02139
Transvestites/Transgenderists:
Ariadne Kane, Box 161 , Cambridge 02140
Tufts Gay Community, c/o Student
Activities Office, Medford 02155
776-0921
Unitarian Universalist Office of Gay
Concerns, 25 Beacon St., Boston 02108 742-2100
Women's Alcoholism Program , 1348 Cambridge St., Cambridge .02139 :
661-1316
Women's Community Health in
Cambridge
547-2302
Wings Counseling
277-1761

WESTERN MASS.

,L,_~

Capital District Gay Comm. Council,
P.O. Box 131, 332 Hudson Ave.,
Albany 12210
(518)462-6138
Dignity/Integrity/Rochester, 42 Tyler
_House, 17 South Fitzhugh St., Rochester,
14614
(716) 232-652.1
Gay Alliance of The Genesee Valley, Inc.
713 Monroe Ave., Rochester
(716) 244-8640
14607
or 244-9030
Gay Brotherhood of Rochester, 713
Monroe Ave., Rochester 14607
(716) 244-8640
Gay Community Service Ctr.,
1350 Main St., Buffalo 14209
Gay Liberation Front/U. of R., Todd
Hall, River Campus, U. of A., Ros:hester, 14627
(716) 275-6181
423-3599
Gayphone (Mon-Sat 7-11)
Gay Students Assoc., 103 College·PI.,
,
.423-2081
Syracuse
Hamilton-Kirkland Gay Alliance, Box 80,
Hamilton Colleg~, Clinton 13323
4

•

86~·JJ8~

775-1518 .

•

Lesbian Resource Center (formerly '
. GROW), 713 Monroe Ave.; ,
Rochester 14607
(716) 244-9030
(914) 471:8885 '
;stonewall Society, Pough~~~p~je
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